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Caution: Vehicle servicing performed by untrained persons
could result in serious injury to those persons or others.
Information contained in this publication is intended for use by
trained, professional auto repair technicians ONLY. This infor-
mation is provided to inform these technicians of conditions
which may occur in some vehicles or to provide information
which could assist them in proper servicing of these vehicles.

Properly trained technicians have the equipment, tools, safe-
ty instructions, and know-how to perform repairs correctly
and safely. If a condition is described, DO NOT assume that
a topic covered in these pages automatically applies to your
vehicle or that your vehicle has that condition.
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Nissan & Infiniti Tech News Feature

Nissan has developed the next
generation of its CONSULT scan
tools to work with its next
generation of vehicles.
For model year 2011 and beyond,
the CONSULT-III plus will be
necessary for diagnosis.
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Nissan’s CONSULT-III plus is the next generation
factory scan tool. It combines the advanced control
features of the current CONSULT III, but introduces
an exciting new interface designed around simplicity
and efficiency. Its release coincides with the all-elec-
tric Nissan LEAF, and the new tool reflects the engi-
neering of the new vehicle. This article will explain the
benefits of upgrading your current CONSULT-III to
the new plus edition, as well as cover the processes
of purchasing, upgrading, and using the new unit.

How to buy

Nissan makes it convenient to procure their
newest scan tool. The CONSULT-III plus (C-III plus)
utilizes the same platform as your CONSULT-III;
therefore, if you do not currently own the Panasonic
Toughbook and CONSULT-III system, you will have
to purchase it before proceeding. Ensure your
Toughbook has the most up-to-date software and
drivers for wireless and bluetooth capabilities, if you
wish to use cable-free connectivity.

First, connect to the Internet and point your brows-
er to www.nissantechmate.com. If you ever require a
Nissan or Infiniti Special Service Tool, visit this web-
site for pricing and availability. Second, click the
Service Tools button on the top banner bar. From the
list on the left column, choose the link for C-III plus. If
this link is absent, click CONSULT-III instead, then
navigate to C-III plus upgrade software.

When ready to purchase, call the toll-free number
(800-662-2001) to speak directly with a sales
representative. You can also call to ask specific
questions about the CONSULT-III plus from the tech-
nical staff. Keep in mind that the CONSULT-III plus
will not overwrite your existing installation of CON-
SULT-III. The C-III plus utilizes a red start-up screen
which contrasts with the original CONSULT-III’s blue
start-up screen. However, the Vehicle Interface (VI)
module is not interchangeable between the
CONSULT-III and C-III plus. Furthermore, the
Measurement Interface (MI) from the original CON-
SULT-III will not be compatible with the C-III plus.
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The C-III plus Vehicle Interface
(VI) (right) works only with the
new software, and is not inter-
changeable with the basic
CONSULT-III VI (left).

Why upgrade?

The powerful self-diagnostic procedures, bi-direction-
al controls, proprietary immobilizer and remote start
features, and ECU reprogramming techniques of the
CONSULT-III have all been streamlined for the C-III
plus. If you are familiar with the CONSULT-III, the
existing interface has been completely redesigned and
greatly improved to facilitate ease of use. No more
guessing what a button is supposed to mean! The sys-
tem call of the various ECUs has been made more effi-
cient, requiring less time to complete than with the
CONSULT-III. In general, the C-III plus is quicker and
more efficient, requiring fewer clicks and less waiting-
around time allowing you to diagnose difficult problems
faster. The best news is that around June of 2011, the
C-III plus is scheduled to be updated with complete
backwards compatibility for all OBD II Nissan and
Infiniti vehicles while still retaining the powerful
features of the CONSULT-III.

The C-III plus is also the only scan tool that is future-
proofedfor Nissan’s upcoming vehicles. These vehicles,
like the LEAF, will utilize greater than 32 CAN-linked
computer units (up to 70) that exceeds the capability
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of older and generic scan tools. Beginning with the
LEAF, which was launched in December, diagnosis of
all future Nissan and Infiniti vehicles will only be sup-
ported by CONSULT-III plus. No new models will be
added to the CONSULT-III software, and that means
the CONSULT-III plus is necessary for service and
repair. Nissan recommends maintaining your current
CONSULT-II and CONSULT-III tools until the C-III plus
has been upgraded to full legacy functionality.

Furthermore, the C-III plus is uniquely equipped to
handle the upcoming Nissan and Infiniti hybrid and
fullelectric vehicles. The C-III plus will be able to quickly
and easily display information about the performance
and health of the high-voltage battery packs in the
Infiniti M35 hybrid, and the LEAF full-electric vehicle.
The C-III plus will also be able to display predictive
battery failure data, as well as the causes for low
battery voltage. Diagnosis of these newer vehicles
will be impossible without the proper scan tool.

Getting started
with the CONSULT-III plus

Once you have ordered the C-III plus, it should
arrive within 10 days. The box will contain an installa-
tion DVD, the new C-III plus VI, and device warranty
information. The installation DVD box will have a brief
multi-lingual instruction booklet. First, gather the
Toughbook and the external DVD-ROM reader from
the CONSULT-III case and turn the computer on. Insert
the DVD into the reader. It may automatically start

Nissan & Infiniti CONSULT III plus

Internet Explorer, which may display a warning about
Active Content; press “OK.” If nothing started automati-
cally, double click “My Computer” on the desktop. There
should be an icon titled “CONSULTIIIPlus” where your
DVD-ROM drive icon normally is; double click this icon
to begin installation.

Warning: Do not plug the new VI module into your
Toughbook until after the C-III plus software has been
installed. Failure to follow this instruction may confuse
the installation and prevent proper operation of the C-III
plus. Contact your network administrator for help in
setting up this software if necessary.

The installer will begin by choosing your default
language. Right away, you will notice the large buttons
that make use of the Toughbook’s capacitive touch
screen. Touch “English” to proceed. The next screen
will show navigation options for installation of the C-III
plus software, operation manual, and will include the
Nissan factory training materials in overview. First,
download and install the C-III plus operations manual
for later review. Press the button, then wait for the next
screen to press “Check Installation Procedures” for a
step-by-step guide. With the guide handy, press “Install”
to complete the installation of the operations manual.

NOTE: DO NOT install the “Green” version of the
software unless you are working in Europe! The

Installation of the new
C-III plus is easy.

The small card on the lower left
is a Secure Digital (SD) card, and
to its right is the smart chip card.
Either fits into a PCMCIA card
adapter (above) that plugs into
the Toughbook.
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provided installation DVD will be distributed globally, so
don’t accidentally install an incompatible version.

If you have yet to upgrade the CONSULT-III with the
security card option necessary for immobilizer key pro-
gramming, now is the time. Press the “Security Card
Adapter Driver” install button, then choose the type of
hardware card you have been provided. There are two
options: the thin, “smart chip” card with adapter, or the
SD miniature memory card with adapter. Press the
“Check Installation Procedures” once you’ve identified
the hardware for another step-by-step guide. Proceed
with installation for the adapter, after which the security
card will automatically be detected. Note: This process
is only necessary if the security card has not yet been
previously utilized; otherwise, skip this step.

Plug the laptop into a power outlet, otherwise the
installation cannot proceed. Press the C-III plus button
in the top left, press the “Check Installation
Procedures” button for step-by-step directions, and
begin installation. This may take a while, so do not
disrupt the power supply or shut off the computer.
When the C-III plus software has finished installation,
the screen will be clear and on the desktop you will
see the new C-III plus red icon.

Using the 110V power supply from your CONSULT-III
kit, power up the C-III plus VI. Then, using the USB
cable from your CONSULT-III kit, connect the C-III plus
to the Toughbook. Despite sharing cables, the new C-III
plus VI will not interface between a vehicle and the
older (blue) version of CONSULT-III. The C-III plus VI
device hardware must be installed with the USB cable
attached to the Toughbook. Once the cable is connect-
ed, an information bubble in the bottom right system
tray of Windows will indicate new hardware has been
found. Allow the hardware wizard to Search for Drivers
automatically (the default-recommended option), and
the computer will identify the C-III plus VI. If the device
does not install properly at this point, contact your tech-
nical support to identify the cause of the problem.

Now for the fun stuff!

Once the C-III plus software has been installed, and
the new VI hardware has been found, you can connect
the Toughbook to a vehicle. Like the CONSULT-III, the
C-III plus can connect via wireless bluetooth to the VI.
Attach the DLC connector to the vehicle, turn the

The redesigned Home screen of
the C-III plus interface.

ignition to ON, and dangle the VI outside of the window
of the car. Now double click the C-III plus desktop icon.
The first new feature you will notice is that the C-III plus
software load time has dropped to below ten seconds!
Once fully loaded, the C-III VI is automatically selected
and connected via bluetooth with no hassle. The C-III
plus will also input the decoded VIN of a 2005 and
newer Nissan vehicle, cutting yet another step from the
diagnostic process. If the software doesn’t automatically
connect to the VI for whatever reason, press “Sub
Mode” at the bottom left, select “VI/MI Registration,”
press on the connected VI to highlight it, then press
“Settings.” Be sure it shows “Auto Connect: ON.”

This first screen is termed the “Home Screen,” and it
will serve as the navigational foundation for all C-III plus
features. Let’s walk through the different sections
briefly. The horizontal bar at the top-most portion of the
screen contains reference information. At a glance, you
can see the VIN and the model of vehicle currently
connected to the VI. It is also very easy to determine
whether your software version number is up-to-date by
making note of the six digit number at the top left, then
pointing your browser at www.nissan-techinfo.com.
Once on the Nissan site, choose “CONSULT Diagnostic
Software Updates” from the drop-down menu below
the log-in form. On the right of that page, you can view
the most recent software versions. Always keep your
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Nissan & Infiniti CONSULT III plus

C-III plus software at the newest stable release to
ensure proper operation of the scan tool.

Below the reference information top bar on the
Home screen are the horizontal navigation buttons
called the browser bar. The C-III plus software is intu-
itively designed like a familiar web browser including
icons and text labels. The “Back” button will move to
the previously viewed screen. The “Home” button will
return to the Home screen; however, doing so will clear
all information about the current vehicle requiring
reconnection. Use the “Home” button to start complete-
ly over with diagnosis or for a new vehicle. The follow-
ing two buttons are incredibly useful: “Print Screen” and
“Screen Capture.” The “Print Screen” button does what
you’d expect: send whatever information you are cur-
rently looking at to an attached or wireless printer. The
“Screen Capture” button will take a digital picture of the
screen data, and save it to the Toughbook’s hard-drive
for future use. Previously recorded information from the
VDR mode, self-diagnostic results, and other saved
data can be browsed and recalled by pressing the
“Recorded Data” button.

The remaining icons on the browser bar comprise the
status window. These pictures indicate vehicle battery
voltage, the connectivity signal of the VI, and the status
of the MI’s connection and its battery life. You can
quickly determine if the C-III plus has detected either
the VI or the MI. To switch between the interfaces, you
can use the large button in the “Connection Status”
section of the main active screen. The C-III plus can be
quickly minimized or exited by the large buttons at the
very top right.

Don’t be afraid to click the help icon on the browser
bar. The redesigned C-III plus will display help about
the current screen you’re viewing. Clicking help will not
exit or otherwise interfere with your diagnosis. You will
not have to spend extra time reading the entire help
file when all you need is a little assistance with the
current page. This updated help icon alone removes a
great amount of time from new software’s learning
curve. Just like any difficult repair, asking for a little bit
of help can get you back on track rapidly.

The bread and butter

The Diagnosis Menu on the right portion of the active
area holds easy-to-press icons and text bars for the

majority of your scan tool jobs. Take special note: If the
security card is installed in the Toughbook, all buttons
except Immobilizer may be grayed out. This might
cause some confusion. If necessary, exit the C-III plus
application, physically remove the security card from
the lower left access port of the Toughbook, then
restart C-III plus to reconnect to the vehicle.

What a difference! The most commonly-used icons
and procedures are available at a touch from the
Diagnosis Menu on the C-III plus’s main active screen.
Primary functions like checking for DTCs can be done
by pressing “Diagnosis” (All Systems). Another feature
of the C-III plus is the dramatically reduced time neces-
sary for a system call. Once all systems’ statuses have
been queried, the C-III plus will have a color-coded dis-
play of Current, Pending/History, and no DTCs. On the
left side, an ECU will be colored red if there is a current
fault, yellow if there is a history code, or green if there
is no fault detected. In the center of the active screen,
a listing of the DTCs will be displayed in color coding,
with a quick-press button to access Freeze Frame Data
and a “plain English” explanation of the DTC.

You will also note a series of block buttons above
the active screen with the visited page history. If you

All DTCs are displayed clearly
with relevant Freeze Frame Data
and an in-depth explanation just
one button press away.
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wish to go back a step, the browser bar’s Back
button or this “breadcrumb” series of buttons will
allow for very quick, intuitive navigation of the C-III
plus. The tabs immediately above the active screen
can be used to navigate to additional support func-
tions of the C-III plus. For example, the Active Tests
tab will bring up a series of possible bi-directional
tests to aid in diagnosis. The Data Monitor tab
allows you to configure the C-III plus to display all
live data or just what you need for diagnosis. The
Work Support tab will give you rapid access to non-
diagnostic functionality like TPMS re-initialization,
Idle Relearn Procedure, Steering Angle Learn
Procedure, and more.

At any time, the list of DTCs can be saved to file,
printed or erased by use of the buttons in the bottom
right. The C-III plus also makes verifying a repair easier.
From the home screen, the Diagnosis (One System)
button will allow you to query status on the system you
finished work on. The C-III plus will perform a quick sys-
tem call and report if any DTC remains stored in that
specific ECU. The One System active screen will behave
as outlined above for the All System call.

Nissan & Infiniti Tech News | 9

ECU reprogramming and replace-
ment has never been easier with
the C-III plus’s completely
redesigned interface.

Immobilizer and Reprogramming
functions are now easier than ever

The C-III plus shows its improvements over other
scan tools when it comes time to perform the compli-
cated procedures involved in re-flashing or replacing a
computer module, and when programming immobilizer
keys. Every technician knows that reprogramming a
computer module can be time consuming due to the
intricate, multi-step process that must be followed
exactly to avoid damage. The C-III plus creates a “one
stop shop” for module reprogramming by placing a
Reprogramming button on the main Diagnosis Menu of
the home page. Follow the printed directions on the
TSB and procure the necessary re-flash file from
www.nissantechinfo.com or www.infinititechinfo.com.

Once downloaded, the re-flash file will contain a
README document that will instruct the user where to
store the file. Once downloaded and properly located,
the C-III plus will access the appropriate re-flash file and
perform the update. In order to preserve information
from the previous ECU, the C-III plus allows you to
effortlessly export and import settings using the
“Read/Write Configuration” button. The reprogramming
submenus are clearly labeled with “Before Reprogram”
and “After Reprogram” buttons to facilitate the transition.

Likewise, working with the immobilizer computer is as
simple as installing the security key card and pressing
the “Immobilizer” button on the Diagnosis Menu of the
home screen. When registering new immobilizer keys,
the C-III plus will automatically query the BCM for the
necessary PIN code for decoding in the NATS database
on the Nissan or Infiniti Techinfo websites. With the
decoded passcode input, you’ve successfully performed
immobilizer key registration in just a few button presses!
Of course, the entire procedure is outlined in easy-
tounderstand steps on the active screen making your job
more about fixing cars than reading instruction manuals.

Once you’ve worked with the C-III plus, you’ll realize
the power of Nissan’s next generation factory scan
tool. The intuitive interface is an improvement over the
original Consult-III based on focus group suggestions
and most-requested features. The C-III plus eliminates
many steps that were previously required for advanced
diagnostic procedures such as immobilizer program-
ming and ECU flashing. With reduced load times,
systemcall times, and less time spent hunting for a
functionality,the C-III plus makes it possible to harness
the power of the best Nissan scan tool to date! |
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Nissan & Infiniti Tech News Feature

| Nissan Controller Area Networks:

Advantages,
Diagnosis,
and Repair
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All 2008 and newer vehicles are required to use a
digital communication system known as a Controller
Area Network, or CAN. Nissan adopted this standard
several years ago for some models, so some readers
may already have CAN diagnostic experience. If not,
don’t worry. CAN will make diagnosis easier, not harder.
This article will explore the basics of CAN, and includes
some diagnostic tips that should be useful regardless
of your experience level.

Does CAN replace OBD II?

CAN and OBD II are two different things, so one
does not replace the other; they exist together. OBD II
is a standardized interface. CAN is a communication
standard, available via the OBD II interface. If a car is
CAN equipped, the CAN bus may be accessed through
pins 6 and 14 of the OBD II connector on Nissan,
Infiniti and every other make of car.

Some scan tools will not communicate with CAN vehi-
cles because they were not designed to. The CAN bus
“talks” much faster than the scan tool can “listen”. There
are adaptors for some scan tools to slow the data down
to an understandable speed, but this is not optimal. As
always, your best choice for talking to a Nissan is the
CONSULT. Not only will you be using a native speaker,
fluent in CAN, but you’ll also have access to a plethora
of data that was not included in the OBD II standard, but
can be immensely useful when performing diagnosis.

Sharing information

Many control units need access to the same types of
information. For instance, the ECM might want to know
vehicle speed for its fuel calculation, the TCM for its
gear selection, the BCM for its seat belt warning, the
combination meter for its speed display, EPS to deter-
mine the correct amount of steering assist, the IPDM

for cooling fan operation, etc. Before CAN, each control
unit had to have its own information source, perhaps
through its own dedicated sensor, or a splice into a
sensor for another control unit or perhaps through a
dedicated data line with another control unit.

The more advanced cars become, the more informa-
tion they generate. Features and performance require
information. The added cost and weight of each control
unit having its own “department” for each type of
required information was not practical.

CAN solved this dilemma by providing a means for
every bus-connected control unit to share the informa-
tion it gathers with other control units, as well as
access information it needs from them. Thus, the vehi-
cle speed sensor can be linked to the control unit that
has the most urgent need of its data, or it could be
linked to the control unit that is physically closest to
reduce wiring, cost, and weight.

Fast!

The economies of scale achieved by consolidating
“departments” and eliminating redundancy are a big
part of CAN’s value, but not the only part. Speed is
another reason CAN is a necessity. Many features
could not exist without the high-speed data transfer
CAN provides: improved ABS and SRS, throttle-by-
wire, and VDC to name a few. Data flows on the CAN
bus at a rate of 1Mbit/s, or 1,000,000 bits per second.
Depending on the frame format, a 0-8 bit “message”
will be between 44 and 73 bits. This allows 13, 698 to
22,727 complete messages per second! To put this
into perspective, a hummingbird flaps its wings “only”
35 times per second, but it’s so fast they become
almost invisible to us. If each bit sent across the CAN
bus made a noise, it would be about 50 times beyond
the range of human hearing. How fast is CAN? Way
faster than human perception!

Working on Controller Area Networks (CAN) may
sound daunting, but here’s the information to help
you understand how to service these advanced
communication systems.
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Nissan & Infiniti CAN

What does it say on the bus?

All of the control units talk and listen on the same
bus, so there are rules of order. Important ECUs with
important jobs have priority. Other ECUs can wait for a
lull. You’re not going to be able to tell what the control
units are talking about without a scanner, but if you
know what to expect, you’ll be able to tell if the chatter
on the bus is communication or gibberish. The two
wires on the CAN bus each carry their own signal:
CAN H (or CAN high) and CAN L (or CAN low). It’s
easy to access these wires since CAN H will always be
pin 6 on the OBDII connector, and CAN L will always
be pin 14 on the OBDII connector.

When silent, CAN H will stay at 2.5V, and CAN L will
stay at 2.5V. If you connect one scope lead between
pin 14 and ground, and the other between 6 and
ground, you’ll see a steady 2.5V on both traces,
provided no one starts talking.

When a control unit talks, it will raise CAN H to 3.5V,
and drop CAN L to 1.5V. CAN H and CAN L move in
equal and opposite directions simultaneously, which
helps to reduce noise. If you watch the CAN bus with
a scope, you might be able to see some things that
might be useful in diagnosis. Excessive amplitude and
sloppy signal is a sign of a missing terminating resistor.
If CAN H or L were grounded or high, you’d notice that.
Taking a peek at the CAN bus with a scope is fun, and
may rarely lead to an otherwise impossible diagnosis,
so by all means, take a few minutes to check it out on
occasion, but you should know that it will not be your
most effective diagnostic tool.

Vehicle systems are not the only beneficiaries of
CAN’s blazing speed; a technician will be able to make
use of the increased throughput as well. You’ll notice
that control units that communicate with the OBDII port
via CAN refresh a whole lot faster, especially when a
lot of PIDs are being monitored at the same time.

Physical layout

The ‘bus’ consists of a two-wire backbone, twisted
together to reduce noise. Control units are teed into
the bus with splices. All control units connected to the
CAN bus are connected to the bus in parallel. This
means that the bus does not “go through” the control
units; it goes to and from the control units. Two 120
ohm terminating resistors, located inside of control
units, are connected across the bus at the ends of the
backbone. Usually you’ll find one of the resistors in the
ECM, and the other in the IPDM. If the vehicle does not
have an IPDM, the second resistor is usually in the
TCM. Check the LAN section of the service manual
for specifics for the vehicle you’re repairing.

Never jam pins into the DLC!
Use a breakout box or
back-probe the connector.

A scope CAN trace
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2.The CAN Diagnostic Sheet is a tool used to help
the technician visualize the physical layout and connec-
tions between control units.

3.The CAN Communication Signal Chart is a tool
the technician can use to figure out which control units
receive a signal and which control units send a signal.
For instance, a VSS signal might originate from the
Unified Meter and AC amp., and be received by the
ECM and TCM. This chart provides all of the
send/receive relationships at a glance.
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Diagnosis

CAN diagnosis is almost always going to start with a
scan tool and the application of logic. A logical equa-
tion does not work unless all premises are true, so
using the right equipment and information are the keys
to avoiding frustration. A CONSULT is the best way to
ensure the data you acquire is accurate. Nissan
Techinfo is the best source for the information
necessary to analyze the data you collect. Diagnosing
communication problems with anything else is asking
for trouble.

The first question should always be, “What’s wrong
with the car?” Why did the customer come in? What
problems did the customer notice, and have you
noticed any additional problems? CAN allows sharing
of information among many seemingly unrelated
systems. This can produce some very strange
combinations of symptoms. The common customer
refrain of, “I think it’s something electrical,” following a

long list of seemingly unrelated symptoms is more
likely than it used to be.

After collecting the symptoms, see what you can find
with the scanner. Are there any communication codes?
Check the service manual’s CAN System Specification
Chart to find out what control units should be installed.

Are they all reporting in?

Nissan provides three very useful CAN diagnostic
tools in the service manual:

1. The CAN System Specification Chart is a tool
for figuring out what you’re working on. Looking for a
control unit that does not exist is a big waste of time.
This chart provides a way to quickly determine what
equipment your car has, and shortcut to diagnostic
information that is relevant to it.

CAN System Specification Chart

CAN Diagnostic Sheet

CAN Communication Signal Chart
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Nissan & Infiniti CAN

If you don’t know how it’s supposed to work, you’ll be
lost while trying to diagnose it. Using these three diag-
nostic tools in order will help you to quickly figure out
how the system should be working. Once you know
that, you’re on your way to fixing it quickly.
An ohmmeter is a tool sometimes sneered at by some

top-tier techs, but it is a very fast way to verify that the
terminating resistors are OK, and should come out
before reaching for the scope. The bus has two 120
ohm resistors wired in parallel, so the resistance meas-
urement between pins 14 and 6 should be 60 ohms.
There should be no continuity between pin 14 or 6 and
ground. This is always the case on any CAN-equipped
car. If you measure 60 ohms across the CAN bus, you
know the bus is good at the point you are measuring.
The same test can be repeated at any of the control
units if there is a suspected break in the wiring.

Diagnostic pitfalls

There are a few things (well, maybe more than a few)
that can occasionally be confusing. One of these is
that on some cars there are control units that talk to
other control units using the CAN bus, but use the K
Line to talk to the DCL. This is an important tidbit if you

Using an ohmmeter is an easy way to
verify that the terminating resistors are
OK, and that the bus is OK between the
DLC and the terminating resistors.

can talk to a control unit with the scan tool, but other
control units think it’s offline. Information on which
units communicate to the DCL via CAN is found on the
CAN Communication Signal Chart.
Another potential diagnostic challenge is determining

when a problem is transient and when it’s intermittent.
A transient problem occurred, but will probably never
come back. An intermittent problem came and went, but
will probably be back soon enough. Intermittent prob-
lems are often caused by poor connections, moisture,
cracked solders, excessive heat, etc. Wiggle and tap
testing are the best tools for finding intermittent prob-
lems (though sadly not always effective). Before begin-
ning a major disassembly, look for clues of a transient
problem and talk to your customer about options.
A U1000 or U1001 code will occur when communica-
tion is lost for two seconds or more. This could have
been caused by something as simple as a discharged
battery. If freeze-frame data is available, check for low
battery voltage. Recent repair work is another possible
cause of communication codes. If a control unit is
unplugged while alive, it may set some codes. A repro-
gramming that did not complete normally may also
cause communication codes.

Finally, an increasing number of aftermarket acces-
sories are tapping into the CAN bus. If you notice an
aftermarket accessory, try pulling its fuse before
spending too much time on diagnosis.

Repair

The CAN bus may be repaired under some circum-
stances. It may be tempting to run a patch between
the two control units affected by the break, rather
than trying to find a break in the harness, but this is a
very bad idea for several reasons. One is that any
splices between the two points will be cut out of the
bus, creating another problem to diagnose. Another is
that a jumper will lose the benefits of the twisted pair.
The patch may “sort of” work, but it may also intro-
duce a lot of noise onto the bus, causing all sorts of
intermittent problems and diagnostic headaches.

For these reasons, the only Nissan-approved meth-
ods are replacing the harness or finding and fixing the
damaged area. The repair should not exceed 110 mm.
The patch wires should be of similar gauge and
soldered into place then sealed with tape. |
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| Nissan
ECU Programming
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Reprogramming an ECU is an inexpensive way to
improve its function. Any modern Nissan or Infiniti
vehicle will likely have at least one control unit that
can be reprogrammed for any number of reasons,
such as reducing emissions, improving drivability,
fixing bugs, or increasing component lifespan. The
cost of reprogramming a control unit is only a small
fraction of replacing an older control unit with an
updated version, so it provides Nissan owners with a
way to enjoy the fruits of engineering improvements
without spending much money.

All Nissan and Infiniti dealerships offer reprogram-
ming to their customers, but as many independents
know, reprogramming is not a “dealer only” service.
An independent shop that is serious about offering
its customers good value should be equipped and
competent enough to offer reprogramming. Many
customer complaints simply cannot be resolved with-
out a change in software, so a shop that is not pre-
pared to install the latest software will not be able to
fix the car. That’s a pretty compelling reason to read
up and tool up.

Independent shops are able to purchase all of the
equipment, information, and calibration files the dealer-
ships use, plus there’s even a less-expensive option
available for shops that do not do enough Nissan repair
to justify purchasing the best equipment available.

The following hardware options are available:

CONSULT II
This was a great scan tool and is still suitable for
reprogramming, but it’s past its prime. The CONSULT III
or III plus offer post-2006 coverage and a far easier
procedure. The CONSULT II is no longer available for
purchase, but if you already own one, Nissan is still
supporting reprogramming via this device, so it’s an
acceptable choice for pre-2007 vehicles.

CONSULT III
The CONSULT III is a powerful scan tool and is
currently the best way to flash Nissan control units.
The kit can still be purchased from
www.nissantechmate.com, and comes with a
ToughBook, VI (Vehicle Interface), MI
(Measurement Interface), and accessories.

CONSULT III plus
The CONSULT III plus is a full-featured scan tool and is
the fastest and easiest way to get into re-flashing. It
will also have the widest coverage. It has an improved
interface that is more intuitive than that of the CON-
SULT III. The user will need to provide a laptop; the kit
comes with only the VI (Vehicle Interface) and software.
You'll be able to purchase the C-III plus kit to upgrade
your existing C-III, or purchase a full C-III plus kit
(including laptop) at wwwnissantechmate.com later this
year. Remember, Nissan CONSULT software will only
operate on the special Toughbook.

Nissan-validated J-2534
pass-thru interface

A J-2534 pass-thru interface can be used in
conjunction with NERs (Nissan ECU Reprogramming
Software) to re-flash Nissan and Infiniti vehicles.
NERs is not a diagnostic interface; it can only be used
for re-flashing, so that is one disadvantage of going the
J-2534 route. Another potential downside is reliability.
Nissan puts a lot of R&D into the CONSULT scan tools,
and they have been extensively tested at dealerships.
A generic J-2534 device will likely not see action until
later in the product lifecycle, so may not be as polished.
That being said, Nissan has tested and validated a
few of the J-2534 devices available, and has
determined that they seem to work well with NERs.
The following J-2534 pass-thru interfaces are
currently Nissan-validated:
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• DrewTech CarDAQ-plus
• Actia Passthru+XS
• DrewTech Mongoose
• Consult VIs (III and III plus)

These J-2534 devices range in price from around
$400 to $1,700. You’ll need to use your own laptop,
which should be in good condition, meet minimum
requirements, and be free from software or settings
that might interrupt the reprogramming process. The
NERs is available via download from www.nissan-tech-
info.com. The NERs Operation Manual is available as a
free download in PDF format, so you can review step-
by-step procedures before making a purchasing deci-
sion. The CONSULT VIs (III and III plus) can also be
used as a pass-though device and can be purchased
separately at www.nissantechmate.com.

It’s not that hard

Reprogramming is something most technicians will
find fairly easy. If you have computer skills, you’ll likely
feel like a pro after you have a couple experiences
under your belt. However, don’t get too comfortable
and start to get sloppy. If a reprogramming fails, the
ECU may be permanently damaged. This is colloquially
referred to as “bricking” because the ECU becomes
about as useful as brick for vehicle control

(yet probably not as useful as a brick for structural
purposes). Regardless, it will be of little use to anyone
who is not looking for a very expensive paperweight.
The path to avoiding a brick is easy: Just follow the
instructions outlined in the TSB and the reprogramming
overviews. The key to a successful re-flash is avoiding
interruptions.

First, the ECU needs an adequate voltage supply. If
the vehicle’s 12V battery does not maintain a steady
voltage during the reprogramming, the procedure may
fail. Therefore, the battery should be tested before
beginning to flash. However, even if the battery is in
great condition and fully charged, it’s a very good idea
to have a backup, just in case. A fully-charged booster
pack is one option, but then there’s always the chance
that the booster pack might not be as charged as you
think it is.

The ideal solution is a power supply. It's like a battery
charger, but its output is very clean with very little
ripple, and the “charging” voltage is much lower than
normal, typically 13.5V. The Nissan-recommended
Midtronics GR8-1200 has a power-supply mode
that works well for reprogramming. There are other
products that will work, but you’ll need to verify their
suitability on your own. Don’t use a standard battery

Use only Nissan validated J-2534
pass-thru interfaces, such as the
DrewTech Mongoose.

If you read instructions before
doing, and follow established
procedures, you’ll probably
never need to “toss a brick.”
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charger. They are often very "dirty" (AC in the DC)
and usually have the potential to charge at too high a
voltage for safe re-flashing.

The laptop and VI, or scan tool, will also need a
steady power supply. Even if the laptop battery is fully
charged, and in good condition, plugging the laptop
into a wall outlet is a good idea. It just takes a few
seconds and if the laptop were to power down mid-
flash, it would cause some real problems.

Preventing software interruptions is also important.
The laptop computer used for re-flashing should have
minimal software installed. There’s no way to predict
how NERS will be affected by the millions of different
software packages available. Keeping the system clean
is the best way to avoid conflicts.

This may sound crazy to IT managers, but automatic
Windows updates should be turned off. One reason is
that an automatic restart is bad news during mid-flash.
If the technician is watching the flash, he can prevent
the restart, but most techs will start the flash, and then
do something else while it completes. The other reason
is that major changes in the operating system may
cause problems. For these reasons, updates should be
done manually, and major updates, like service packs,
should not be installed until you’ve verified that they
won’t cause problems.

Wireless communications are especially prone to
interference. You may find some Nissan material that
depicts a CONSULT III with a wireless connection to
the VI while reprogramming, but using the USB
connection may be a better choice. Be sure the USB
cable connections are tight. Loose connections can
cause an interruption and resulting "brick." Cell phones,
lighting, welding, and a plethora of other noisy electrical
devices and electronics can be found in a shop
environment. Why take a chance?

The final source of potential interruption is human
interference. Perhaps a co-worker notices you’ve “left
the key on” and helps you out by turning it off. Or, he
decides he needs to move the car. Or, he needs the
scan tool and sees that you aren’t using it right now.
Unless you plan on standing guard, post a sign on
the car so others know what’s going on and leave
the car alone.

Some battery chargers have the
additional circuitry necessary to
supply clean, steady power, but
most do not. If the charger
doesn’t have a specific power
supply or reprogramming mode,
it probably isn’t suitable for
reprogramming use.

When and how to re-flash

Now you know what hardware you’ll need to begin
re-flashing and how to avoid damaging the ECU, but
there are still some lingering questions such as, “When
should a re-flash be performed?” and “How is it done?”

The decision to re-flash always starts with a
Technical Service Bulletin. Whenever an ECU update is
created, a TSB is issued to explain the reasons for the
update. Any symptoms or trouble codes will also be
disclosed. Applicability, warranty information, and any
special instructions can also be found in the TSB.
Always read the TSB in its entirety before beginning
work, even if you are familiar with the reprogramming
process. Application-specific instructions included in
the TSB may save you from disaster.
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Once you’ve confirmed that there is an applicable
calibration file for the vehicle with a TSB, you’ll need to
check the current ECU part number (which will change
with every calibration). The current ECU part number
can be retrieved with the CONSULT II, III, or III plus. If
the calibration applies to the vehicle and the ECU part
number reveals the calibration has not been
applied yet, it’s time to start flashing.

Calibration files can be purchased and downloaded
from the Nissan or Infiniti Techinfo sites
(www.nissantechinfo. com or www.infiniti-techinfo.com).
It’s not necessary to have a Techinfo account to pur-
chase and download calibration files. However, you will
need an account to view full TSBs, and access to the
relevant TSB should be considered mandatory since it
may contain information that is necessary for success.

Techinfo subscriptions can be purchased for a single
day ($19.99/day), 30 days ($2.50/day), 90 days
($2.50/day) or a full year ($720, or $2/day). The cali-
bration files are a separate purchase, and are not
included with the Techinfo subscription. Calibration files
are $19.99 each. So the total cost for information and
software will be between $22 and $40. The procedure
for downloading the calibration file is fairly straightfor-
ward. Select the “Available Products” drop-down menu.

Using a J-2534 pass-thru interface

If you are using a J-2534 pass-thru interface, choose
“Reprogramming using J-2534-1”. This will take you to
a page that explains the requirements and allows you
to download the NERs Operation Manual and purchase
the NERs software if you don’t already own it.

Once you’ve read this page and verified you have
everything you’ll need, click on the “Reprogram” tab.
Once there, either enter the 10-digit ECU number in
the search field, or select it from the drop-down menu.
The ECU number should be retrieved with a scan tool,
not by using the ECU label. The updated part number
will then be displayed. Click on “Submit, Purchase,
Check Out,” and continue to follow the prompts,
entering your address, credit card information, etc.

Once purchased, you’ll be allowed to download the
file. You’ll only have access to the download page for
24 hours, so download your purchases right away.
You’ll need to place the downloaded files in a specific
directory so that NERs will be able to find it. For a J-
2534 device, the directory is C:\Program Files\Nissan
J2534 ECU reprogramming software\Application
data\Reprogramming Data.

If using the NERs and a pass-through device, follow
the prompts to install the update. This has been a quick
overview of the process. Full instructions are available
in the NERs Operation Manual, and should be
consulted before re-flashing.

Using CONSULT II

If you plan to use the CONSULT II for a 2006 or
earlier vehicle, there is an extra step. The purchased
calibration must be downloaded from the Techinfo site
toa PC, to a CONSULT II programming card, then to
thevehicle. The transfer from the PC to the CONSULT
II is done with free software available for download
from Techinfo. You’ll find CONSULT II compatible cali-
bration files and the free CONSULT II transfer software
on theTechinfo site under “Reprogramming using the
CONSULT II.”

The only tricky part of using the CONSULT II for
reprogramming is transferring the files from the PC to
the reprogramming card in the CONSULT II. There are
two choices for data transfer, either RS-232 (serial
port) or FTP (Ethernet port).

Go to the Nissan or Infiniti Techinfo
sites to download ECU calibration
files, NERs, and find detailed
instructions.
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Using CONSULT III AND III plus

The CONSULT III and III plus are a lot easier to use for
reprogramming. The software you’ll need is already
installed and the process is very straightforward.
Purchase and download the calibration file to the
directory specified in the readme.txt file that comes with
the calibration, then install it on the vehicle. The relevant
TSB will contain vehicle-specific instructions, and if you
are not yet familiar with the procedures, there is usually
a “click here” link within the TSB that will take you to
more general reprogramming instructions.

Depending on the vehicle and the situation, there
may be some post-flashing maintenance that needs to
be performed. Specific instructions can be found in the
TSB, so be sure to read the whole thing and follow all
instructions.

Some ECUs can survive an incomplete flash. So, if
you trip over the VI cable at 25% downloaded, don’t fall
on your sword right away. You may be able to save the
ECU before your boss finds out. You can find informa-
tion about how to go about recovering after an incom-
plete re-flash in TSBs. Because TSBs can’t be
searched with the Find Publications search, you may
want to dig around a bit and find these two TSBs:
CONSULT III Reprogramming General Procedure and
the ECM Reprogram Interruption Recovery General
Procedure. Print or save them before you need them,
and one day you may be glad you did. |

The RS-232 setup is simple, but is very slow and
most PCs don’t have a serial port these days. If a PC
lacks a serial port, you can purchase a USB to serial
adaptor, but most of the time you’ll need to do a bit of
setup and configuration to make it work.

The FTP transfer is fast, and virtually all PCs have a
network card installed. However, if you’re a network-
ing novice, the setup can be a little daunting. Typically,
the easiest way to set up is to add the CONSULT II to
an existing network structure. Just assign the CON-
SULT II an IP address that is unique, but still on the
same subnet as other PCs on the network, then con-
nect the CONSULT II via a standard Ethernet cable to
a switch or router rather than using the crossover
cable supplied with the CONSULT II. This method is
faster than breaking the existing network configura-
tion on the PC to use the crossover cable for a PC to
PC (CONSULT II) connection. If this makes no sense
to you, go with the serial connection and save your-
self the hassle.

The Reprogram Card Operation Manual can be found
in the CONSULT II reprogramming software, which is
available as a free download from the Techinfo site on
the “Reprogramming using the CONSULT II” page. The
link to the manual is about seven clicks in the software.
The PDF manual can be saved or printed, and should
be read before attempting to use the software.

You’ll need this free software to trans-
fer files from your PC to the Consult II.

Consult II reprogramming file
transfer options.
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|The OEConnection:
The Best Solution to
Buying Collision Parts

Missing out on rapid delivery, correct parts, easy
ordering, genuine OE quality and the best possible
profit? You can improve your OE replacement parts
business with OEConnection.
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OEConnection LLC (OEC) helps Nissan & Infiniti
dealers and independent collision shops nationwide
overcome a constant, shared challenge. The paradox
they face is managing repair costs efficiently while
doing what is right for their customers.

In a perfect world, simply providing the best repair
possible would be the standard. But several factors
compound the challenge, including price disparities
between original equipment (OE) and non-OE replace-
ment parts; price-conscious car owners; and pressur-
ing ‘suggestions’ from insurers that facilities use less-
expensive aftermarket or salvage replacements parts,
rather than Nissan Infiniti OE parts.

Most everyone in the repair equation recognizes that
cheaper isn’t necessarily better. Value and safety also
matter. Non-OE parts have inherent risks, including
unknown wear (if salvaged or non-certified), poor fit
and lengthened repair cycle time.

Despite what insurers may suggest, vehicle
owners and repair technicians both prefer OE parts.
For example, consider the findings of a 2009
BodyShop Business magazine Industry Profile survey,
in which respondents reported that:

• 79 percent felt pressure by the insurer to
use non-OE parts.

• 91 percent said that OE collision parts provided
an acceptable fit.

• 54 percent of certified aftermarket collision parts
and 35 percent of non-certified aftermarket parts
provide an acceptable fit.

The bottom line? The choice of replacement parts
not only affects fit, it also impacts cycle-time, can lead
to lengthy calls to insurers to approve a different alter-
native and increase inconvenience for vehicle owners.

Nissan incentives + OEConnection
= a level, competitive playing field

No longer does an independent collision shop need
to choose, based solely on cost, between an OE part
and an aftermarket part. Automaker incentive pro-
grams, such as Nissan’s Market Shield, which was
launched in 2009, are designed to gain conversion

sales — wherein a collision facility chooses to use a
competitively-priced Nissan OE replacement part
rather than a non-OE alternative. OEConnection has
helped Nissan and other automakers take these
incentive programs one step further, namely, to sell
even more OE parts with fewer returns.

“Since the beginning, we have followed the same
guiding principles: increase dealer efficiency, improve
customer satisfaction and help dealers sell more OE
parts,” says OEConnection President and CEO
Charles Rotuno. “As our relationships with dealers,
repairers and OEMs have grown, along with our
expertise in the automotive and vehicle manufactur-
ing industries, we have continued to introduce new
solutions to achieve these goals.”

In December 2009, shortly after launching its
Market Shield incentive program, Nissan selected
OEConnection's CollisionLink Internet-based parts
ordering and fulfillment system for Nissan & Infiniti
dealerships and their independent collision shop
customers nationwide.

The agreement included CollisionLink's Parts
Marketing Administration (PMA) program marketing
technology, which automates and manages automak-
er parts programs. PMA is the engine that drives
automakers parts marketing programs based on pre-
defined rules. PMA allows dealers and their collision
repairers to access automaker incentives and parts
promotions from within CollisionLink so that dealers
can obtain OE parts at competitive prices compared
to non-OE parts. Essentially, PMA automated Market
Shield to make it easier for both dealers and after-
market independent shops to participate.

CollisionLink was first introduced to the market in
2001, and has now been adopted by more than 75
percent of large wholesale dealerships in the U.S., as
well as thousands of their collision shop customers
nationwide. Besides helping dealers increase OE
parts sales to shops repairing their brands, collision
shops can better solve the best repair/cost efficiency
paradox, insurers can approve OE quality replace-
ment parts and consumers can realize more value. In
addition, by using the OEConnection program to
purchase OE parts from dealers, collision shops have
also been able to:
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Under the program, Nissan reimburses dealers for
the incentive pricing provided to collision customers
and allows participating dealers to determine how to
use the reimbursed funds. In order to win more OE
parts sales from independent collision centers, Jerry
Rome Nissan decided to take the net cost less the
Nissan Market Shield rebate and then markup 10
percent. That decision has helped the dealer consis-
tently rank in the top five of all Nissan dealerships for
OE parts conversion dollars.

“I didn’t want collision shop customers to say,
‘Oh, I got a deal on this part, but not on that one’
because that isn’t enough to make them sway,”
explains Athas. “We learned that shops will use
CollisionLink, and they will want to switch to us
from non-OE aftermarket parts if they know they
will always get a value. In the end, the dealer gains
customers who believe and trust in us.”

The dealership also realized other benefits to hav-
ing their most active independent collision customers
sending orders electronically. It has streamlined
ordering, reduced errors and leveled off the pace
of work.

• Reduce nonproductive order-taking phone time
and order data entry.

• Minimize parts returns.

• Offer and sell more OE parts at competitive
non-OE pricing.

• Improve customer satisfaction.

A Case Study: Jerry Rome Nissan
Consider the experience of Jerry Rome Nissan,

located in West Springfield, Mass., one of the first deal-
ers to participate in the Nissan program. Ken Athas, the
dealer’s parts manager, says that before the
MarketShield/CustomerLink program, he and his staff
could only convince a few independent shops to order
Nissan OE parts thru the dealership. He credits the
new program for helping to get more independent
shops to use the online technology and sell more
Nissan OE parts to them.

“I’ve been working in wholesale parts for over 30
years, and this program is the best thing I have ever
come across,” Athas claims. “The best thing that
Nissan did was to say the only way independent shops
could get a discount was to go through the
CollisionLink product.”

The OEConnection Website
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“For instance,” Athas notes, “I don’t have to urgently
take down a 30-line order while all the phones are
ringing, a retail customer is standing in front of me and
a technician is yelling something at me from another
corner. It’s nice to avoid those situations where you’re
just going to mess up.”

The parts department staff at Jerry Rome Nissan
also reaches out proactively to acquire business from
independent collision facilities, whether it’s more sales
to a particular shop or gaining business from new
shop customers. For instance, they regularly call long-
time customers and visit other shops to hand out pro-
gram literature and discuss the value of Nissan OE
parts and the discounts available, when compared to
non-OE parts.

In addition, when collision shop customers send in
orders, with some line items being blacked-out aftermar-
ket parts, staff makes an added effort to provide price
comparisons on comparable Nissan OE parts available
through the program. “One shop faxed me an order,
which had a fair amount of aftermarket parts on it,” Athas
shares. “Once I told him what other OE parts I could
offer – which would save them $500 off the regular OE
price – the shop was elated. They signed up with
CollisionLink and resent me their revised, larger order.”

Athas credits the Nissan program with waking up
some of the local collision centers. “Once these shops
started using it, and realized how valuable the dis-
counts are and how easy it is to use, they have bought
into it. My hope is that as time goes on, we will get 100
percent of their orders whether there are conversion
opportunities or not.”

In just the first three months after beginning the pro-
gram, Athas says the dealer’s parts department signed
up more than 15 independent collision shops and gen-
erated more than $30,000 monthly in new conversion
OE parts sales. “Since then, we’ve gained another
dozen collision centers, including the largest two in
their market area.”

With its primary goal of “putting the right part in the
right place at the right time for the right customer,”
OEConnection is transforming the way dealers and col-
lision companies view and manage their current supply
chain for Nissan OE replacement parts. By working
directly with automakers, the program has helped level
the replacement parts landscape for everyone’s benefit.
Sometimes, everybody wins. |

The OEConnection LLC
supports 12 technology solutions
used by customers throughout
North America. Some of these are:

• D2D Express —
Fills OEM-needed backordered parts
online, with same- or next-day delivery,
based on an automaker's solution rules.

• RepairLink —
Independent shops today only buy 23
percent of their mechanical replacement
parts from OE dealers, preferring the
ease, convenience and speed of
aftermarket supplier online ordering.
RepairLink levels the playing field,
giving independent shops a standard-
ized, complete OEM parts catalog with
your parts pricing and availability.

• ServiceAdvantage —
On average, dealerships provide
maintenance services to just 30
percent of the vehicles they sell.
ServiceAdvantage helps dealers capture
more sales by enabling counter staff to
begin every customer visit with a cus-
tomized maintenance menu of services
specific to the vehicle's mileage and VIN,
make, model and year.

• CollisionLink —
CollisionLink is a Web-based OE parts
ordering system for transactions
between dealerships and independent
body shops, specifically designed to
convert non-OE part sales to OE part
sales and provide collision shops with
the right parts the first time.

For more information of the
services and products available,
visit www.OEConnection.com.
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|All About
Waterborne Paint
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with coatings containing volatile organic compounds
(VOCs) of chromium, lead, manganese, nickel, or
cadmium must comply in five basic areas:

< Training – Paint technicians will find waterborne
basecoat easy to spray, but spray techniques differ
slightly from applying solvent-borne. All painters must
train and certify on spray gun equipment selection,
spray techniques, maintenance and environmental
compliance.

< Spray Booths – Open-air spraying will no longer
be allowed in any capacity within a collision repair shop.
Spray coatings containing a targeted hazardous air
pollutant (HAP) must conduct spray operations in a
booth outfitted with an exhaust filter with a VOC
capture efficiency of 98 percent or greater. Work
with your spray booth manufacturer or filter supplier
to select the right filter for your shop’s filtration needs.

< Coating Application Equipment – Spray guns
used to apply coatings must employ high-volume,
low-pressure (HVLP) or an equivalent EPA-approved
technology.

< Spray Gun Cleaning Requirement – Spray
gun cleaning operations must prevent atomized mist
or avoid spraying cleaning solvent and paint residue
outside a container used to collect waste solvent.

< Recordkeeping – Existing facilities must be
in compliance by Monday, Jan. 10, 2011, with
notification of full compliance filed with EPA by
March 11, 2011. New facilities built thereafter are
required to comply before opening for business.
All facilities must notify the agency each calendar
year of any reportable changes that occurred. In
addition, facilities must keep copies on file of all
required documents, such as EPA notifications,
employee training certifications, equipment
documentation and corrective compliance
actions taken.

Today in North America, more and more dealer and
aftermarket collision repair facilities are making the
transition to waterborne paint – a decision driven by
regulatory pressures, economics and a desire to be
both environmentally friendly and safer. Where once
the change from solvent-borne to waterborne was
feared, experience has demonstrated that the transition
can be seamless and productive, provided the right
choices are made regarding technology, equipment,
support, training and preparation.

The transition to waterborne began with automakers
in the early 1990s. First invented in 1992, it was the
introduction by automakers of new metallic and effects
finishes that spurred waterborne paint systems past
traditional solvent-borne systems. Today more than 75
percent of all new original equipment manufacturer
(OEM) vehicles are painted with waterborne paints,
generally using a two-step process. The car is first
painted with the basecoat color and then covered by
a clear coat.

It’s the law

Waterborne paints meet the requirements of the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) National
Emissions Standard for Hazardous Air Pollutants rule
(EPA Rule 40 CFR Part 6H). The rule was published in
January 2009 and requires that collision facilities be in
compliance by March 11, 2011.

The rule lowers the volatile organic compound (VOC)
limits allowed in coatings and mandates the use of
waterborne refinish coatings. It also requires collision
facilities to implement equipment and management
practices in compliance with the new standards, prac-
tices that both reduce toxic material consumption and
produce a savings to the facility.

Collision repair facilities that use paint stripper
containing methylene chloride or engage in spray
application of coatings to metal or plastic substrates

®

Waterborne paint is the new standard.
It’s also safer, cheaper and faster.
And it’s the law…
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It should be noted, however, that waterborne paints
do not eliminate the need for safety equipment; rather,
they lower the exposure risk to those in collision opera-
tions who handle paint. Standard safety equipment is
still required, but the harsh odors associated with using
solvent-based paint throughout your facility can be
eliminated. In addition, waterborne paints can also
reduce the amount of hazardous waste generated by a
collision facility.

Another advantage that is helping to make water-
borne the system of choice is their ease of use and
ability to match a car's finish, whether the original paint
was solvent-borne or not. In addition, because the toner
pigments in acrylic waterborne latex resins are engi-
neered with anti-settle technology, facilities no longer
need a mechanical mixing machine. Current water-
borne paint technology and systems from leading sup-
pliers allow refinish technicians to simply shake, pour,
spray and expect the same performance, accuracy and
durability of solvent-based systems.

Waterborne paints also dry and cure faster than
solvent-borne paints, allowing vehicles to be ready for
customers one to two days sooner. As with any type
of paint, temperature, humidity and airflow all play a
role in the curing speed. Fortunately, modern spray
booths and accessory equipment can optimize
these influences.

For more detailed federal information, a complete
copy of the EPA rule is available at www.haps6h.com.
The EPA also provides more guidance to collision
repair facilities at www.epa.gov/collisionrepair. Facilities
should also check with their state and regional authori-
ties in regards to other regulations or requirements that
the newer EPA rule does not supercede. Facilities in
California, for example, should ensure they also comply
with the requirements of the California Air Resources
Board (CARB) and the South Coast Air Quality
Management District (SCAQMD).

Benefits worth switching for

Waterborne paints are latex paints that provide colli-
sion facilities with a better alternative to traditional sol-
vent-based paints. Made of synthetic resins and pig-
ments that are kept dispersed in water by surfactants,
waterborne paint contains less coalescing solvents
than solvent-borne paints. Consequently, waterborne
paint has significantly lower volatile organic compound
(VOC) emissions compared to solvent-borne paint.

VOC emissions can be harmful to people because
they contain chronically hazardous pollutants. In addi-
tion, the emissions build smog. With lower VOC emis-
sions, waterborne paints improve air quality within body
shop facilities and provide a safer way to paint and
refinish automobiles.

Nissan & Infiniti Waterborne Paint

The introduction by automakers of new metallic and effects finishes spurred the
adoption of waterborne paint systems by collision repair facilities. Nissan Infiniti
models for instance, feature “self-healing” Scratch Shield clear coat waterborne paint.
(Courtesy of Nissan North America)
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When it comes to converting to waterborne, facilities
should consider four key benchmarks that enable them
to position themselves for a successful transition.
These include:

< Use spray guns designed for waterborne
paint. Because waterborne paints can rust
plain steel and attack aluminum, choose a
gun that is constructed of a corrosion-resist-
ant material such as #316 stainless steel
with 1.2mm to 1.4mm fluid tips. Dedicate
spraying equipment for waterborne products.
This will extend the life of the spray gun.
Also, be aware that maintenance and clean-
ing differs from guns used for solvent-borne
coatings.

< Cleaning your dedicated waterborne spray
guns will help keep them working at their top
performance and extend usable life. Check
with your gun’s manufacturer for instructions
on how to clean and maintain your specific
equipment. Exercise caution here, as cleaners
may not be suitable for both waterborne and
solvent-borne spray guns.

Many guns can be cleaned using a gun clean-
er that integrates the use of a flocculating pow-
der, to clean out waterborne residue from dedi-
cated spray guns. This flocculating agent helps
separate solids from wastewater, making it
possible to reuse the filtrate at least 10 times
before its cleaning properties diminish. This
makes the cleaning process efficient, minimiz-
ing waste and cost.

< The evaporation characteristics of water-
borne coatings differ from solvent-borne.
Notably, waterborne systems are very fast
and can often outperform solvent-based coat-
ings. But waterborne paint requires good air-
flow to quickly evaporate water from the
coating. For efficient drying, increasing the
feet per minute (FPM) of air passing over the
surface is key. Temperature and humidity
also play a role in dry-times. Generally, 200
cubic feet per minute or more will lead to
great results.

Equip for success

Converting from solvent to water won’t take much
time at all – typically a month or less – especially when
you partner with quality suppliers and their dedicated
teams of conversion and training specialists.
Importantly, you won't sacrifice your shop's perform-
ance or quality.

As with all refinish products, it is recommended to
use the standard personal protection equipment
detailed in the Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) for
specific products. Safety equipment typically includes
air-fed masks, gloves and safety glasses.

Any solid sludge collected from the treatment
process is classified as “controlled waste” and should
be disposed of in accordance with your local regula-
tions. The filtrate produced from the waste treatment
process should also be treated as controlled waste and
not be disposed of into a public sewer without official
authorization by your local authority.

For optimum productivity with waterborne
coatings, compressed air supply systems
must remove dirt, dust, oil residues and
other contaminants from the air supply.
Note the extra filtration required as one
nears painting areas.
(Courtesy of Sherwin Williams Automotive Finishes)
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Nissan & Infiniti Waterborne Paint

< Drying equipment can range from simple
additions to existing equipment to installing
specialized equipment specifically designed
for use with waterborne automotive paint
systems. Handheld blowers and floor stands
can be set up in a spray booth to increase
airflow and quickly evaporate water from the
basecoat. Spray booths can also be retrofit-
ted with mounted blowers or fans making
it easier to start the flash process after
spraying waterborne.

Specialized waterborne downdraft spray
booths use accelerated air make-up systems –
fans will double their speed in flash mode – to
decrease dry times and improve productivity at
the flip of a switch. Systems can also be fitted
with temperature and humidity controls.

Partner with quality suppliers

Choosing quality paint and equipment suppliers that
provide training, technical support and other services
required to make a smooth transition to waterborne is
essential. Besides providing reliable and durable prod-
ucts, they should also have a clear and practical under-
standing of how to get the very best out of your new
waterborne basecoat system. PPG, BASF, Dupont and
Sherwin Williams are just some of the reputable suppli-
ers with established training and support. You might
also want to check with your industry networks for
positive experiences.

Support can help you design and equip your water-
borne system, based on your facility, car flow, health
and safety issues and other factors. Training can cover
an overview of your waterborne system, application
techniques, color adjustments, spot repair, blending,
waste management, maintenance and more. Note that
suppliers offer a variety of classroom and hands-on
training – some online, some onsite, some offsite and
some a combination of these.

Consider your staff’s learning styles, then check to
see what prospective suppliers offer to meet your train-
ing needs. For example, besides training at your suppli-
er’s facility, negotiate having a supplier’s conversion
and training team provide on-site training at your facility

during the actual waterborne conversion period
(typically one to three days). Working with your techni-
cians on your site with your equipment – while covering
application training, computer training, waste stream
training and color tool training – could go a long way to
making the smoothest transition possible.

Like any new material or procedure within a system,
there’s a learning curve to go through. But with the
right equipment and training, collision repair facilities
and their technicians should not have great difficulty
in switching to a waterborne system. Making a
successful transition into waterborne finishes requires
the right combination of support, information, training
and equipment. Now, more than ever, the decisions
you make today will have a long-lasting impact on
the quality, productivity and profitability of your
body service business. |

State-of-the-art waterborne spray guns,
such as the digital SATA jet4000b HVLP
above, are lighter in weight, quieter and
offer more spray control.

(Courtesy of Dan-Am Co.)
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AALLAABBAAMMAA
BBEESSSSEEMMEERR
MOORE NISSAN  
205.428.6314

BBIIRRMMIINNGGHHAAMM
CROWN NISSAN  
205.823.5266

BBIIRRMMIINNGGHHAAMM
JIM BURKE NISSAN  
205.278.5904

FFAAYYEETTTTEEVVIILLLLEE
SUPERIOR NISSAN  
479.442.4251

HHUUNNTTSSVVIILLLLEE
LANDERS MCLARTY NISSAN 
256.830.0266

MMOOBBIILLEE    
PAT PECK NISSAN  
251.470.5052

AALLAASSKKAA
AANNCCHHOORRAAGGEE
CONTINENTAL NISSAN/ANCHOR  
907.334.6230

AANNCCHHOORRAAGGEE
INFINITI OF ANCHORAGE  
907.272.4022

AARRIIZZOONNAA
AAVVOONNDDAALLEE
AVONDALE NISSAN  
888.856.3322

CCHHAANNDDLLEERR
POWER NISSAN CHANDLER  
480.461.4358

MMEESSAA  
COULTER INFINITI  
877.415.3521

MMEESSAA
EARNHARDT'S NISSAN/SUPER  
480.324.8880

MMEESSAA
LARRY MILLER NISSAN MESA  
480.655.4060

PPEEOORRIIAA
INFINITI OF PEORIA  
623.583.5701

PPEEOORRIIAA
PEORIA NISSAN  
623.523.6250

PPHHOOEENNIIXX
ABC NISSAN  
602.264.3666

PPHHOOEENNIIXX
MIDWAY NISSAN  
602.866.6650

SSCCOOTTTTSSDDAALLEE
INFINITI OF SCOTTSDALE 
480.424.3211

SSCCOOTTTTSSDDAALLEE
PINNACLE NISSAN  
480.368.4050

TTEEMMPPEE
POWER NISSAN TEMPE  
480.598.6111

TTUUCCSSOONN
INFINITI OF TUCSON  
520.690.1500

TTUUCCSSOONN
JIM CLICK NISSAN  
520.884.4130

TTUUCCSSOONN
THOROUGHBRED NISSAN  
520.618.6500

AARRKKAANNSSAASS

NNOORRTTHH  LLIITTTTLLEE  RROOCCKK  
NORTH LITTLE ROCK NISSAN  
501.604.3955

CCAALLIIFFOORRNNIIAA

AALLHHAAMMBBRRAA
ALHAMBRA NISSAN  
626.289.7802

AANNTTIIOOCCHH
ANTIOCH NISSAN  
925.281.5050

BBAAKKEERRSSFFIIEELLDD
NISSAN OF BAKERSFIELD  
661.396.4035

BBEERRKKEELLEEYY
MC KEVITT NISSAN  
510.845.5023

CCAARRSSOONN
CARSON NISSAN  
310.221.5121

CCAATTHHEEDDRRAALL  CCIITTYY
PALM SPRINGS NISSAN  
760.328.2828

CCEERRRRIITTOOSS
CERRITOS INFINITI  
562.405.3535

CCEERRRRIITTOOSS
CERRITOS NISSAN  
800.396.7278

CCHHIICCOO
CHICO NISSAN INC  
530.891.0202

CCOOLLMMAA  
SERRAMONTE NISSAN  
650.488.2870

CCOONNCCOORRDD
DIRITO BROS CONCORD NISSAN  
888.899.4173

CCOONNCCOORRDD
NIELLO INFINITI  
925.676.9592

CCOORROONNAA
CORONA NISSAN  
800.553.7438

DDOOWWNNEEYY
DOWNEY NISSAN  
888.444.1355

DDUUAARRTTEE
PERFORMANCE NISSAN  
866.540.6959

DDUUBBLLIINN
DUBLIN NISSAN  
952.452.8020

EELL  CCAAJJOONN
MOSSY NISSAN EL CAJON 
619.401.2068

EELL  MMOONNTTEE
ROSS NISSAN OF EL MONTE 
800.411.0554

EELLKK  GGRROOVVEE
INFINITI OF ELK GROVE  
916.405.7005

EELLKK  GGRROOVVEE
NISSAN OF ELK GROVE  
916.405.5010

EESSCCOONNDDIIDDOO
PERRY INFINITI  
760.796.5500

FFAAIIRRFFIIEELLDD  
MOMENTUM NISSAN  
707.402.3200

FFOONNTTAANNAA
FONTANA NISSAN  
800.417.2451

FFRREESSNNOO
LITHIA NISSAN OF FRESNO  
559.435.3500

GGAARRDDEENNAA
GARDENA NISSAN INC  
310.527.9215

GGLLEENNDDAALLEE
GLENDALE INFINITI  
818.547.0520

GGLLEENNDDAALLEE
GLENDALE NISSAN  
818.547.5550

HHAAWWTTHHOORRNNEE
POWER NISSAN OF SOUTH BAY  
310.536.4000

HHUUNNTTIINNGGTTOONN BBEEAACCHH
SURF CITY NISSAN  
714.500.6040

IIMMPPEERRIIAALL
ROGERS & ROGERS NISSAN  
760.352.2900

IIRRVVIINNEE
OC NISSAN-IRVINE  
800.515.4797

LLOOSS  AANNGGEELLEESS
NISSAN OF DOWNTOWN L.A.  
888.576.4560

LLOOSS  AANNGGEELLEESS
UNIVERSAL CITY NISSAN INC  
818.980.0655

MMIILLLLBBRRAAEE
DALAND NISSAN INC 
650.697.8394

MMIISSSSIIOONN  HHIILLLLSS
NISSAN OF MISSION HILLS  
818.408.5870

MMIISSSSIIOONN  VVIIEEJJOO
INFINITI OF MISSION VIEJO  
949.916.4224

MMOODDEESSTTOO
CENTRAL VALLEY NISSAN INC  
209.526.9736

MMOONNRROOVVIIAA
METRO INFINITI  
800.600.4493

MMOONNTTCCLLAAIIRR
INFINITI OF MONTCLAIR  
909.621.0391

NNAAPPAA
NAPA NISSAN INC 
707.253.1783

NNAATTIIOONNAALL  CCIITTYY
MOSSY NISSAN INC 
619.263.7251

OOCCEEAANNSSIIDDEE
MOSSY NISSAN OCEANSIDE  
760.720.7856

OONNTTAARRIIOO
EMPIRE NISSAN INC
800.994.8881

OORRAANNGGEE  
STADIUM NISSAN  
714.633.4264

OOXXNNAARRDD
TEAM INFINITI  
805.288.5155

OOXXNNAARRDD
TEAM NISSAN  
805.485.2910

PPEETTAALLUUMMAA
NORTH BAY NISSAN INC 
800.788.0772

RREEDDLLAANNDDSS
METRO NISSAN OF REDLANDS  
888.505.9211

RREEDDWWOOOODD  CCIITTYY
PENINSULA INFINITI LLC  
650.569.4228

RRIICCHHMMOONNDD
HANLEES HILLTOP NISSAN  
510.222.4900

RRIIVVEERRSSIIDDEE
RACEWAY NISSAN  
951.571.9300

RRIIVVEERRSSIIDDEE
RIVERSIDE NISSAN  
951.688.9420

RRIIVVEERRSSIIDDEE
RIVERSIDE INFINITI  
800.919.8130

RROOSSEEVVIILLLLEE
FUTURE NISSAN, INC  
916.677.5251

RROOSSEEVVIILLLLEE
SACRAMENTO INFINITI INC  
916.782.2253

SSAACCRRAAMMEENNTTOO
MAITA'S NISSAN SACRAMENTO  
916.486.8743

SSAANN  BBEERRNNAARRDDIINNOO
NISSAN OF SAN BERNARDINO  
877.331.3647

SSAANN  DDIIEEGGOO
KEARNY MESA INFINITI  
858.573.1755

SSAANN  DDIIEEGGOO
MOSSY NISSAN KEARNY MESA  
858.565.4411

SSAANN  DDIIEEGGOO
PACIFIC NISSAN  
800.365.6429

SSAANN  JJOOSSEE
BESHOFF INFINITI  
408.531.3030

SSAANN  LLEEAANNDDRROO
SAN LEANDRO NISSAN  
510.347.3003

SSAANN  LLUUIISS OBISPO  
COAST NISSAN  
805.786.2928

SSAANNTTAA  CCLLAARRAA
FRONTIER INFINITI  
408.243.4355

SSAANNTTAA  CCLLAARRAA
STEVENS CREEK NISSAN  
408.557.5549

SSAANNTTAA  CCRRUUZZ  
SANTA CRUZ NISSAN  
831.426.5100

SSAANNTTAA  MMAARRIIAA
SANTA MARIA NISSAN  
805.925.0077

SSAANNTTAA  MMOONNIICCAA
SANTA MONICA NISSAN INC 
310.998.2262

SSAANNTTAA  RROOSSAA
NISSAN OF SANTA ROSA  
707.545.4500

SSEELLMMAA    
SELMA NISSAN  
559.891.2896

SSIIMMII  VVAALLLLEEYY
FIRST NISSAN  
805.526.5007

SSUUNNNNYYVVAALLEE
NISSAN SUNNYVALE  
408.470.4150

TTEEMMEECCUULLAA
QUALITY NISSAN/TEMECULA  
951.587.3772

TTHHOOUUSSAANNDD  OOAAKKSS
NISSAN OF THOUSAND OAKS  
888.705.4441

TTOORRRRAANNCCEE
INFINITI SOUTH BAY  
310.517.0570

TTUUSSTTIINN
INFINITI TUSTIN  
714.832.6252

TTUUSSTTIINN  
TUSTIN NISSAN  
714.669.8288

VVAALLEENNCCIIAA
NISSAN OF VALENCIA 
866.751.0234

VVAANN  NNUUYYSS  
MILLER NISSAN INC 
818.374.4493

VVIICCTTOORRVVIILLLLEE
VALLEY HI NISSAN  
888.293.7762

VVIISSAALLIIAA  
NISSAN OF VISALIA  
559.741.2274

WWEESSTT  CCOOVVIINNAA
WEST COVINA NISSAN  
626.388.9300

WWEESSTTLLAAKKEE  VVIILLLLAAGGEE
INFINITI OF THOUSAND OAKS  
805.230.8262

WWOOOODDLLAANNDD  HHIILLLLSS  
WOODLAND HILLS NISSAN  
818.577.2723

CCOOLLOORRAADDOO

AAUURROORRAA
INFINITI OF DENVER  
303.671.2596

AAUURROORRAA
TYNAN'S NISSAN INC  
303.341.3214

CCEENNTTEENNNNIIAALL
GO NISSAN ARAPAHOE  
303.790.7333

CCOOLLOORRAADDOO  SSPPRRIINNGGSS
SOUTH COLO SPGS NISSAN  
719.550.3041

CCOOLLOORRAADDOO  SSPPRRIINNGGSS    
WOODMEN NISSAN  
719.234.1060

DDEENNVVEERR
GO NISSAN 104TH  
303.738.4330

EENNGGLLEEWWOOOODD
LARRY MILLER NISSAN  
720.274.5243

GGRREEEELLEEYY
EHRLICH NISSAN  
970.353.2065

LLAAKKEEWWOOOODD  
EMPIRE LAKEWOOD NISSAN  
303.232.3009

LLIITTTTLLEETTOONN    
MIKE WARD INFINITI  
303.350.4300

LLIITTTTLLEETTOONN
GO NISSAN SOUTHWEST 
303.738.4330
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CCOONNNNEECCTTIICCUUTT

HHAARRTTFFOORRDD
HARTE INFINITI INC  
877.791.7276

HHAARRTTFFOORRDD
HARTE NISSAN INC 
860.541.6942

MMAANNCCHHEESSTTEERR
DECORMIER MOTOR SALES INC  
860.643.4165

MMIIDDDDLLEETTOOWWNN
MIDDLETOWN NISSAN LLC  
860.632.6400

MMIILLFFOORRDD  
NAPOLI NISSAN  
203.877.5607

NNOORRTTHH  HHAAVVEENN
EXECUTIVE NISSAN  
888.479.5890 

SSHHEELLTTOONN  
D'ADDARIO NISSAN  
800.998.6978

WWEESSTT  SSIIMMSSBBUURRYY
HOFFMAN NISSAN  
860.658.3340

WWIILLTTOONN  
BRUCE BENNETT NISSAN  
203.544.8371

DDEELLAAWWAARREE

NNEEWW  CCAASSTTLLEE
SHERIDAN NISSAN LLC 
302.326.6134

NNEEWWAARRKK  
PORTER INFINITI  
302.368.6305

NNEEWWAARRKK  
PORTER NISSAN  
302.368.6317

FFLLOORRIIDDAA

CCLLEEAARRWWAATTEERR
AUTOWAY NISSAN/CLEARWATER 
727.507.3200

CCLLEEAARRWWAATTEERR
LOKEY MOTOR COMPANY  
727.374.2317

CCLLEEAARRWWAATTEERR  
LOKEY NISSAN  
727.450.7989

CCOOCCOONNUUTT  CCRREEEEKK
INFINITI OF COCONUT CREEK  
954.861.6117

CCOORRAALL  SSPPRRIINNGGSS
CORAL SPRINGS NISSAN INC  
954.752.9595

DDAAYYTTOONNAA  BBEEAACCHH
DAYTONA NISSAN  
386.274.6825

FFOORRTT  LLAAUUDDEERRDDAALLEE    
MAROONE NIS/FT LAUDERDALE  
954.524.2105

FFOORRTT  MMYYEERRSS
SUTHERLIN NISSAN  
239.267.1359

FFOORRTT  PPIIEERRCCEE
FORT PIERCE NISSAN  
772.464.4645

JJAACCKKSSOONNVVIILLLLEE
ATLANTIC INFINITI INC.  
800.642.0200

JJAACCKKSSOONNVVIILLLLEE  
COGGIN NISSAN AT THE AVE  
904.886.7330

JJAACCKKSSOONNVVIILLLLEE
MIKE SHAD NISSAN/JACKSONV  
866.668.8933

LLAAKKEELLAANNDD    
JENKINS NISSAN INC 
863.686.2800

MMIIAAMMII  
BILL SEIDLE'S NISSAN INC  
305.635.5478

MMIIAAMMII    
ESSERMAN NISSAN LTD  
305.625.6320

MMIIAAMMII    
MAROONE NISSAN OF MIAMI  
305.444.7868

MMIIAAMMII    
WARREN HENRY INFINITI  
305.654.1572

NNAAPPLLEESS    
JOHN MARAZZI NISSAN  
239.659.9000

OORRLLAANNDDOO
CELEBRITY NISSAN  
407.657.9500

OORRLLAANNDDOO    
ORLANDO INFINITI  
407.660.0077

OORRLLAANNDDOO    
REED MOTORS, INC  
407.297.7333

PPAALLMMEETTTTOO  BBAAYY    
MAROONE NISSAN OF KENDALL  
305.259.2658

PPAALLMMEETTTTOO  BBAAYY  
SOUTH MOTORS INFINITI  
305.256.2070

PPEEMMBBRROOKKEE PPIINNEESS
MAROONE NISSAN/PEMBROKE  
954.447.2366

PPEENNSSAACCOOLLAA
SANDY SANSING NISSAN INC 
850.479.4777

PPOOMMPPAANNOO  BBEEAACCHH
ENDICOTT NISSAN INC 
954.782.6832

SSAAIINNTT  PPEETTEERRSSBBUURRGG    
CROWN NISSAN  
727.527.8411

SSAARRAASSOOTTAA    
COAST INFINITI  
941.922.5723

SSAARRAASSOOTTAA    
GETTEL NISSAN OF SARASOTA  
941.923.1411

TTAALLLLAAHHAASSSSEEEE
KRAFT NISSAN  
850.576.6171 

TTAAMMAARRAACC  
SAWGRASS INFINITI  
954.421.0669

TTAAMMPPAA  
COURTESY NISSAN OF TAMPA  
877.471.7658

TTAAMMPPAA    
INFINITI OF TAMPA  
888.632.3042

RROOYYAALL  PPAALLMM  BBEEAACCHH  
ROYAL PALM NISSAN  
888.229.4132

WWEESSTT  PPAALLMM  BBEEAACCHH
INFINITI OF PALM BEACHES
888.229.4132

WWIINNTTEERR  HHAAVVEENN
HILL NISSAN INC 
561.491.7540

GGEEOORRGGIIAA
BBUUFFOORRDD  
SUTHERLIN NISSAN MALL/GEORGIA  
678.714.1602

CCHHAAMMBBLLEEEE  
CAPITOL CITY NISSAN   LLC  
770.457.4441

CCOONNYYEERRSS
CONYERS NISSAN  
770.929.8432

CCOOLLUUMMBBUUSS
HEADQUARTER NISSAN  
706.225.8100

DDEECCAATTUURR
NALLEY NISSAN  
404.292.4774

DDUULLUUTTHH  
GWINNETT PLACE NISSAN  
770.813.6770

DDUULLUUTTHH
INFINITI OF GWINNETT  
800.249.7301

GGAAIINNEESSVVIILLLLEE
CARRIAGE NISSAN  
678.717.0440

KKEENNNNEESSAAWW
TOWN CENTER NISSAN  
770.423.7469

LLIILLBBUURRNN
STONE MOUNTAIN NISSAN  
678.252.3111

MMAACCOONN  
PAUL WALSH NISSAN INC  
478.784.1991

MMAARRIIEETTTTAA    
TEAM NISSAN OF MARIETTA  
770.421.8639

MMOORRRROOWW
NISSAN SOUTH  
770.968.1360

RROOMMEE
HERITAGE NISSAN  
706.295.0525

RROOSSWWEELLLL
REGAL NISSAN INC.  
770.998.8686

UUNNIIOONN  CCIITTYY
INFINITI OF SOUTH ATLANTA  
678.369.6074

UUNNIIOONN  CCIITTYY  
NISSAN SOUTH UNION CITY  
770.306.9817

HHAAWWAAIIII

HHOONNOOLLUULLUU  
INFINITI OF HONOLULU  
888.836.7753

HHOONNOOLLUULLUU
NEW CITY NISSAN  
808.545.3111

LLIIHHUUEE  
NISSAN OF KAUAI  
808.245.0525

WWAAIIPPAAHHUU  
TONY NISSAN  
808.680.7140

IILLLLIINNOOIISS
AARRLLIINNGGTTOONN  HHEEIIGGHHTTSS  
ARLINGTON NISSAN/ARLINGTN  
847.590.0154

BBAARRRRIINNGGTTOONN    
MOTOR WERKS INFINITI INC  
888.568.3140

CCHHIICCAAGGOO
BERMAN’S INFINITI CHICAGO  
312.476.8000

CCHHIICCAAGGOO
MID CITY NISSAN INC.  
888.635.5652

CCHHIICCAAGGOO
WESTERN AVENUE NISSAN  
773.776.8200

CCOOUUNNTTRRYYSSIIDDEE
CONTINENTAL MOTORS INC  
708.354.3745

CCRRYYSSTTAALL  LLAAKKEE
JIM M'LADY NISSAN  
815.459.2296

EEVVAANNSSTTOONN    
THE AUTOBARN NISSAN  
800.344.3534

GGLLEENNCCOOEE    
FIELDS INFINITI  
847.998.5200

GGUURRNNEEEE    
ROSEN NISSAN OF GURNEE  
847.856.0644

HHIIGGHHLLAANNDD  PPAARRKK
NORTH SHORE NISSAN  
847.433.6656

LLIIBBEERRTTYYVVIILLLLEE  
LIBERTY IMPORT CENTER  
847.680.1290

LLIISSLLEE  
INFINITI OF LISLE INC  
866.874.6346

LLOOVVEESS  PPAARRKK  
ANDERSON NISSAN INC 
815.633.3460

MMAATTTTEESSOONN  
HAWKINSON NISSAN LLC
708.720.2185

NNAAPPEERRVVIILLLLEE
GERALD NISSAN, INC.
630 355 0708

NNIILLEESS    
STAR NISSAN INC  
847.588.2290

NNOORRTTHH  AAUURROORRAA
GERALD NISSAN OF N. AURORA
630 907 0867

NNOORRTTHHLLAAKKEE
AL PIEMONTE NISSAN INC  
708.343.6669

OO  FFAALLLLOONN
AUFFENBERG NISSAN  
618.622.4646

OOAAKK  LLAAWWNN  
KELLY NISSAN INC  
708.425.6659

OORRLLAANNDD  PPAARRKK
INFINITI OF ORLAND PARK  
708.343.3800

OORRLLAANNDD  PPAARRKK
ORLAND PARK NISSAN INC  
708.403.1673

PPEEOORRIIAA  
UFTRING NISSAN INC
309.690.6230

SSAAIINNTT  CCHHAARRLLEESS
NISSAN OF SAINT CHARLES  
630.584.3900

SSKKOOKKIIEE    
MARTIN NISSAN  
847.967.2299

SSOOUUTTHH  HHOOLLLLAANNDD  
NISSAN OF SOUTH HOLLAND  
800.696.4772 

SSTT  CCHHAARRLLEESS  
NISSAN OF ST. CHARLES  
630.584.2489

WWOOOODD  RRIIVVEERR
AUTOCENTERS NISSAN INC
618.251.3057

IINNDDIIAANNAA

FFIISSHHEERRSS
BUTLER NISSAN  
866.237.0569

FFOORRTT  WWAAYYNNEE
FORT WAYNE NISSAN
260.484.8801

IINNDDIIAANNAAPPOOLLIISS
ANDY MOHR NISSAN INC 
317.298.2015

IINNDDIIAANNAAPPOOLLIISS
DREYER&REINBOLD INFINITI  
317.573.4291

IINNDDIIAANNAAPPOOLLIISS
ED MARTIN NISSAN  
800.731.0228

IINNDDIIAANNAAPPOOLLIISS
HUBLER NISSAN INC
800.960.9811

IINNDDIIAANNAAPPOOLLIISS
TOM WOOD NISSAN INC  
317.688.6222

IIOOWWAA

DDEESS  MMOOIINNEESS  
WILLIS INFINITI  
800.373.1836

DDEESS  MMOOIINNEESS  
HUMMEL’S NISSAN
515.251.8115

KKAANNSSAASS

OOLLAATTHHEE    
MCCARTHY OLATHE NISSAN  
913.232.2624

KKEENNTTUUCCKKYY

LLEEXXIINNGGTTOONN  
GLENN NISSAN  
859.263.5020

LLOOUUIISSVVIILLLLEE
SAM SWOPE INFINITI  
877.333.3410

SSOOMMEERRSSEETT
DON MARSHALL NISSAN
606.678.8178

LLOOUUIISSIIAANNAA

BBAATTOONN  RROOUUGGEE
ALL STAR NISSAN LLC  
225.272.9330

BBAATTOONN  RROOUUGGEE
INFINITI OF BATON ROUGE  
225.756.6199

MMAARRRREERROO
RAY BRANDT NISSAN INC  
504.363.1918

HHOOUUMMAA  
GREG LE BLANC NISSAN  
985.447.1111

MMEETTAAIIRRIIEE  
PREMIER NISSAN/METAIRIE  
504.455.5880

MMEETTAAIIRRIIEE  
RAY BRANDT INF/METAIRIE  
504.832.2005

MMAARRYYLLAANNDD

AANNNNAAPPOOLLIISS
SHEEHY INFINITI/ANNAPOLIS  
888.288.5162

BBAALLTTIIMMOORREE  
ANTWERPEN SECURITY NISSAN  
410.298.5369

BBAALLTTIIMMOORREE  
BOB BELL CHEVROLET/NISSAN  
866.746.4074

BBEELL  AAIIRR  
BEL AIR NISSAN  
410.879.1133

CCLLAARRKKSSVVIILLLLEE  
ANTWERPEN NISSAN INC  
866.226.4930

EELLLLIICCOOTTTT  CCIITTYY
NORRIS NISSAN WEST  
443.549.1260

FFRREEDDEERRIICCKK  
FREDERICK NISSAN  
301.662.4800

GGEERRMMAANNTTOOWWNN
CRISWELL NISSAN  
301.670.3900

GGLLEENN  BBUURRNNIIEE
SHEEHY NISSAN  
877.478.3539

LLAAUURREELL
TISCHER NISSAN  
800.288.6983

MMAARRLLOOWW  HHEEIIGGHHTTSS  
PASSPORT NIS/MARLOW HEIGHTS  
301.423.8400

RROOCCKKVVIILLLLEE  
DARCARS NISSAN  
301.309.2200

SSAALLIISSBBUURRYY  
POHANKA NISSAN/SALISBURY  
410.548.4704

SSIILLVVEERR  SSPPRRIINNGG
HERB GORDON NISSAN  
301.890.3055

TTIIMMOONNIIUUMM
NATIONWIDE MOTOR SLS CORP  
410.252.5834

WWAALLDDOORRFF
SHEEHY NISSAN OF WALDORF  
301.843.5300

MMAASSSSAACCHHUUSSEETTTTSS

AAUUBBUURRNN
BERTERA NISSAN INC 
508.832.9611
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KENTUCKY

LEXINGTON  
GLENN NISSAN  
859.263.5020

LOUISVILLE
SAM SWOPE INFINITI  
877.333.3410

SOMERSET
DON MARSHALL NISSAN
606.678.8178

LOUISIANA

BATON  ROUGE
ALL STAR NISSAN LLC  
225.272.9330

BATON  ROUGE
INFINITI OF BATON ROUGE  
225.756.6199

MARRERO
RAY BRANDT NISSAN INC  
504.363.1918

HOUMA  
GREG LE BLANC NISSAN  
985.447.1111

METAIRIE  
PREMIER NISSAN/METAIRIE  
504.455.5880

METAIRIE  
RAY BRANDT INF/METAIRIE  
504.832.2005

MARYLAND

ANNAPOLIS
SHEEHY INFINITI/ANNAPOLIS  
888.288.5162

BALTIMORE  
ANTWERPEN SECURITY NISSAN  
410.298.5369

BALTIMORE  
BOB BELL CHEVROLET/NISSAN  
866.746.4074

BEL  AIR  
BEL AIR NISSAN  
410.879.1133

CLARKSVILLE  
ANTWERPEN NISSAN INC  
866.226.4930

ELLICOTT  CITY
NORRIS NISSAN WEST  
443.549.1260

FREDERICK  
FREDERICK NISSAN  
301.662.4800

GERMANTOWN
CRISWELL NISSAN  
301.670.3900

GLEN  BURNIE
SHEEHY NISSAN  
877.478.3539

LAUREL
TISCHER NISSAN  
800.288.6983

MARLOW  HEIGHTS  
PASSPORT NIS/MARLOW HEIGHTS  
301.423.8400

ROCKVILLE  
DARCARS NISSAN  
301.309.2200

SALISBURY  
POHANKA NISSAN/SALISBURY  
410.548.4704

SILVER  SPRING
HERB GORDON NISSAN  
301.890.3055

TIMONIUM
NATIONWIDE MOTOR SLS CORP  
410.252.5834

WALDORF
SHEEHY NISSAN OF WALDORF  
301.843.5300

MASSACHUSETTS

AUBURN
BERTERA NISSAN INC 
508.832.9611

BBEEVVEERRLLYY  
ROLAND D. KELLY NISSAN  
978.767.4816

BBOOUURRNNEE  
NISSAN OF BOURNE  
508.759.4400

DDAANNVVEERRSS
KELLY INFINITI  
866.883.7093

FFIITTCCHHBBUURRGG
RON BOUCHARD'S NISSAN  
978.345.1800

HHYYAANNNNIISS    
BALISE NISSAN OF CAPE COD  
508.771.3636

LLYYNNNNFFIIEELLDD
KELLY NISSAN OF LYNNFIELD  
866.979.4250

MMEEDDFFOORRDD  
COLONIAL NISSAN  
781.395.5300

NNOORRTTHH  AATTTTLLEEBBOORROO
NISSAN VILLAGE  
888.309.0980

NNOORRWWOOOODD
INFINITI AUTO OF NORWOOD  
888.340.4442

RRAAYYNNHHAAMM
MASTRIA NISSAN, INC  
800.248.2458

TTEEWWKKSSBBUURRYY  
IRA NISSAN TEWKSBURY  
978.746.2500

WWEESSTT  SSPPRRIINNGGFFIIEELLDD
JERRY ROME NISSAN  
413.746.2269

MMIICCHHIIGGAANN

FFAARRMMIINNGGTTOONN  HHIILLLLSS  
SUBURBAN NISSAN / FARM HILL 
800.242.8425

GGRRAANNDD  RRAAPPIIDDSS
PFEIFFER INFINITI INC
616.940.8992

KKAALLAAMMAAZZOOOO  
COLE NISSAN  
269.342.9800

KKEENNTTWWOOOODD  
FOX NISSAN/GRAND RAPIDS
616.719.5750

NNOOVVII  
SUBURBAN INFINITI INC 
800.242.8425

TTRRAAVVEERRSSEE  CCIITTYY
TRAVERSE CITY AUTO PLAZA  
800.852.6475

TTRROOYY    
SUBURBAN INFINITI OF TROY  
248.731.3400

TTRROOYY
SUBURBAN NISSAN OF TROY 
248.649.2074

MMIINNNNEESSOOTTAA

BBLLOOOOMMIINNGGTTOONN
FELDMANN IMPORTS INC  
952.837.6350

BBLLOOOOMMIINNGGTTOONN
LUTHER INF OF BLOOMINGTON  
952.885.7050

BBRROOOOKKLLYYNN  PPAARRKK
BROOKLYN PARK AUTOMOTIVE  
763.765.1562

BBUURRNNSSVVIILLLLEE  
WALSER NISSAN  
952.898.7306

GGOOLLDDEENN  VVAALLLLEEYY
JIM LUPIENT INFINITI  
763.513.4715

IINNVVEERR  GGRROOVVEE  HHEEIIGGHHTTSS
LUTHER NISSAN  
800.246.9984

MMAAPPLLEEWWOOOODD
KLINE NISSAN  
651.379.4325

MMIISSSSIISSSSIIPPPPII

BBRRAANNDDOONN
GRAY-DANIELS NISSAN BRAND  
800.530.7989

GGUULLFFPPOORRTT
PAT PECK NISSAN  
228.864.6411

HHAATTTTIIEESSBBUURRGG
PETRO AUTOMOTIVE GROUP  
601.264.4411

JJAACCKKSSOONN
GRAY-DANIELS NISSAN NORTH  
601.899.7450

TTUUPPEELLOO  
CARLOCK NISSAN OF TUPELO  
800.808.6481

MMIISSSSOOUURRII

CCOOLLUUMMBBIIAA
JOE MACHENS NISSAN  
573.443.1660

CCRREEVVEE  CCOOEEUURR
PLAZA INFINITI  
314.301.1702

EELLLLIISSVVIILLLLEE  
WEST COUNTY NISSAN  
866.536.4795

HHAAZZEELLWWOOOODD    
BOMMARITO NISSAN INC  
314.731.8270

KKAANNSSAASS  CCIITTYY    
MAJOR INFINITI INC 
866.382.4971

KKAANNSSAASS  CCIITTYY
RANDY REED NISSAN LLC  
816.459.4800

SSAAIINNTT  LLOOUUIISS  
LOU FUSZ MOTOR COMPANY  
800.392.1372

SSAAIINNTT  LLOOUUIISS
SUNTRUP NISSAN VOLKSWAGEN  
314.892.8200

SSPPRRIINNGGFFIIEELLDD
INFINITI OF SPRINGFIELD  
417.616.5581

MMOONNTTAANNAA
BBIILLLLIINNGGSS
BILLINGS NISSAN LLC  
406.294.1259

MMIISSSSOOUULLAA  
MISSOULA NISSAN-HYUNDAI  
406.721.1100

NNEEBBRRAASSKKAA
OOMMAAHHAA    
INFINITI OF OMAHA  
402.592.2200

OOMMAAHHAA  
NISSAN OF OMAHA LLC  
402.493.1945

NNEEVVAADDAA
HHEENNDDEERRSSOONN
HENDERSON NISSAN  
702.558.5974

LLAASS  VVEEGGAASS  
DESERT NISSAN  
702.262.0540

LLAASS  VVEEGGAASS    
PLANET NISSAN  
702.839.6138

LLAASS  VVEEGGAASS    
TOWBIN INFINITI  
702.252.8134

LLAASS  VVEEGGAASS  
UNITED NISSAN  
702.207.8032

NNEEWW  HHAAMMPPSSHHIIRREE

MMAANNCCHHEESSTTEERR    
TEAM NISSAN INC
603.634.4442

NNAASSHHUUAA  
INFINITI OF NASHUA  
603.888.2446

NNAASSHHUUAA  
PETER'S AUTO SALES INC 
603.579.5205

NNEEWW  JJEERRSSEEYY
AAVVEENNEELL  
SANSONE’S ROUTE 1 NISSAN  
732.815.2525

BBLLOOOOMMFFIIEELLDD  
LYNNES NISSAN CITY INC  
973.743.8387

BBUUTTLLEERR  
ROUTE 23 NISSAN LLC  
888.393.4861

CCHHEERRRRYY  HHIILLLL    
CHERRY HILL NISSAN INC  
856.667.8010

EENNGGLLEEWWOOOODD  
INFINITI OF ENGLEWOOD LLC  
800.969.2204

FFLLEEMMIINNGGTTOONN  
FLEMINGTON INFINITI  
800.218.1437

FFLLEEMMIINNGGTTOONN
FLEMINGTON NISSAN  
800.381.9113

FFRREEEEHHOOLLDD    
DCH FREEHOLD NISSAN  
732.780.4660

HHAAIINNEESSPPOORRTT
CLASSIC CARS NISSAN  
609.267.2886

HHAASSBBRROOUUCCKK  HHEEIIGGHHTTSS
MEADOWLANDS NISSAN  
888.935.7799

KKEEYYPPOORRTT    
PINE BELT NISSAN/KEYPORT  
732.264.4364

MMAAPPLLEE  SSHHAADDEE
HOLMAN INFINITI  
800.523.0285

NNEEPPTTUUNNEE    
SANSONE JR’S 66 NISSAN 
800.274.7121

JJEERRSSEEYY  CCIITTYY  
HUDSON NISSAN  
201.435.2003

NNOORRTTHH  PPLLAAIINNFFIIEELLDD    
NORTH PLAINFIELD NISSAN  
800.311.4663

SSOOUUTTHH  BBRRUUNNSSWWIICCKK
ACME NISSAN  
800.367.0269

SSTTAANNHHOOPPEE    
LYNNES NISSAN WEST INC  
800.245.9590

TTOOMMSS  RRIIVVEERR    
PINE BELT AUTOMOTIV INC 
732.349.6878

TTUURRNNEERRSSVVIILLLLEE  
NISSAN OF TURNERSVILLE  
800.883.0003

WWOOOODDBBUURRYY  
WOODBURY NISSAN INC  
856.853.8176

NNEEWW  MMEEXXIICCOO

AALLBBUUQQUUEERRQQUUEE  
GARCIA INFINITI  
505.217.3002

AALLBBUUQQUUEERRQQUUEE
MELLOY NISSAN  
505.266.8588

AALLBBUUQQUUEERRQQUUEE
RELIABLE NISSAN  
505.897.6001

NNEEWW  YYOORRKK

AALLBBAANNYY
ARMORY NISSAN INC 
518.641.7672

AAMMHHEERRSSTT    
MIKE BARNEY NISSAN  
716.833.6618

BBAAYYSSIIDDEE    
STAR NISSAN INC. 
718.359.7454

BBLLAAUUVVEELLTT    
ROCKLAND NISSAN  
845.358.3670

BBRROOOOKKLLYYNN
BAY RIDGE NISSAN INC. 
718.238.4776

BBRROOOOKKLLYYNN  
KING'S NISSAN INC  
718.934.3900

BBRROOOOKKLLYYNN    
KINGS INFINITI INC 
718.646.3335

GGRREEAATT  NNEECCKK    
GREAT NECK NISSAN  
516.301.5155

OOZZOONNEE  PPAARRKK  
NISSAN OF QUEENS  
877.259.2886

GGRREEEENNVVAALLEE    
BARON NISSAN INC  
516.621.2299

HHUUNNTTIINNGGTTOONN  SSTTAATTIIOONN    
HABBERSTAD NISSAN INC 
631.439.7051

JJAACCKKSSOONN  HHEEIIGGHHTTSS
KOEPPEL NISSAN INC  
718.898.7800

LLYYNNBBRROOOOKK  
LEGACY INFINITI LTD 
877.569.4634

MMAANNHHAASSSSEETT  
INFINITI OF MANHASSET  
866.382.2266

MMAASSSSAAPPEEQQUUAA
MASSAPEQUA NISSAN  
631.842.5320

MMTT..  KKIISSCCOO
NISSAN CITY NORTH  
914.242.2800

NNEEWW  YYOORRKK  
INFINITI OF MANHATTAN INC  
212.315.0700

PPAATTCCHHOOGGUUEE
NISSAN 112 SALES CORP  
631.289.9070

PPOORRTT  CCHHEESSTTEERR
NISSAN CITY/PORT CHESTER  
914.937.1777

RRIIVVEERRHHEEAADD
RIVERHEAD AUTO MALL LTD
631.369.0111

SSAAIINNTT  JJAAMMEESS
SMITHTOWN NISSAN, INC 
631.361.9560

SSCCHHEENNEECCTTAADDYY
LIA NISSAN  
518.370.2121 

SSTTAATTEENN  IISSLLAANNDD  
S.G. HYLAN MOTORS CORP  
718.447.3800

SSYYOOSSSSEETT  
LEGEND NISSAN LTD  
516.496.7385

WWEESSTT  IISSLLIIPP    
ATLANTIC NISSAN SUPERSTOR  
631.587.2766

WWEESSTTBBUURRYY    
ADVANTAGE NISSAN  
516.935.1813

WWHHIITTEE  PPLLAAIINNSS
PEPE INFINITI INC 
800.344.7660

NNOORRTTHH  CCAARROOLLIINNAA
CCHHAARRLLOOTTTTEE  
EAST CHARLOTTE NISSAN
704.535.4012

CCOORRNNEELLIIUUSS  
LAKE NORMAN INFINITI  
704.237.8008

GGAASSTTOONNIIAA  
GASTONIA NISSAN 
704.867.0000 

GGRREEEENNSSBBOORROO
CROWN NISSAN  
866.525.9859

GGRREEEENNSSBBOORROO
MODERN INFINITI LLC  
888.232.4118

HHIICCKKOORRYY
CROSSROADS NISSAN  
828.324.5040

MMAATTTTHHEEWWSS
INFINITI OF CHARLOTTE  
704.815.1018

RRAALLEEIIGGHH  
CROSSROADS INFINITI INC 
919.981.5656

RRAALLEEIIGGHH    
SOUTHERN STATES NISSAN  
888.998.0044

SSTTAATTEESSVVIILLLLEE  
CLASSIC NISSAN  
704.872.8500

WWAAKKEE  FFOORREESSTT  
CROSSROADS NISSAN   
919.435.5740

WWIINNSSTTOONN  SSAALLEEMM
MODERN INF/WINSTON-SALEM  
336-767-7800

WWIINNSSTTOONN--SSAALLEEMM
MODERN NISSAN LLC 
336.744.2142

OOHHIIOO
BBEEDDFFOORRDD
INFINITI OF BEDFORD  
440.359.1453

CCIINNCCIINNNNAATTII  
INFINITI OF CINCINNATI  
513.583.1200
-

CCOOLLUUMMBBUUSS
GERMAIN NISSAN  
614.418.4506

CCUUYYAAHHOOGGAA  FFAALLLLSS    
TRI-CITY NISSAN  
866.605.5053

DDAAYYTTOONN    
MATT CASTRUCCI NISSAN  
800.952.4604

DDUUBBLLIINN
INFINITI OF COLUMBUS LLC  
614.793.2481

HHIILLLLIIAARRDD    
BUCKEYE NISSAN INC.  
614.771.2370

MMAAYYFFIIEELLDD  HHEEIIGGHHTTSS    
GANLEY NISSAN  
440.449.9500

MMEEDDIINNAA    
KEN GANLEY NISSAN INC.  
330.721.0509

MMEENNTTOORR    
SUNNYSIDE NISSAN  
888.278.2400

SSTTRREEEETTSSBBOORROO  
CLASSIC NISSAN  
330.422.7300

TTOOLLEEDDOO    
YARK NISSAN  
419.842.7532

OOKKLLAAHHOOMMAA

BBRROOKKEENN  AARRRROOWW
NELSON NISSAN  
800.364.4600

OOKKLLAAHHOOMMAA  CCIITTYY    
BOB HOWARD NISSAN INC  
405.943.9555

OOKKLLAAHHOOMMAA  CCIITTYY
BOB MOORE INFINITI INC 
405.748.6086

OOKKLLAAHHOOMMAA  CCIITTYY
HUDIBURG NISSAN L.L.C.
405.632.0715

TTUULLSSAA  
BOB MOORE NISSAN OF TULSA 
918.628.1495

TTUULLSSAA  
JACKIE COOPER NISSAN  
888.211.6202

OORREEGGOONN
BBEEAAVVEERRTTOONN  
BEAVERTON INFINITI  
503.526.5302
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EEUUGGEENNEE  
LITHIA NISSAN OF EUGENE  
541.686.2218

GGLLAADDSSTTOONNEE  
GLADSTONE NISSAN  
503.655.6519

GGRREESSHHAAMM
GRESHAM NISSAN SUBARU INC  
503.661.5812

MMEEDDFFOORRDD
LITHIA NISSAN  
541.774.8416

PPEENNNNSSYYLLVVAANNIIAA

AARRDDMMOORREE
INFINITI OF ARDMORE  
610.896.4400

AALLLLEENNTTOOWWNN
ROTHROCK MOTOR SALES INC  
484.223.0596

BBAARRTTOONNSSVVIILLLLEE  
ABELOFF NISSAN  
888.706.4422

BBEEAAVVEERR  FFAALLLLSS  
BEAVER COUNTY NISSAN  
724.847.4800

CCOONNCCOORRDDVVIILLLLEE
CONCORDVILLE NISSAN  
610.459.9135

CCOONNSSHHOOHHOOCCKKEENN
CONICELLI NISSAN  
800.845.0999

DDOOYYLLEESSTTOOWWNN  
FRED BEANS NISSAN/DOYLEST  
888.842.8829

EERRIIEE    
PORRECO NISSAN INC  
814.860.8377

EEXXTTOONN  
EXTON NISSAN  
610.594.7400

FFAAIIRRLLEESSSS  HHIILLLLSS
PERUZZI NISSAN  
215.949.6970

FFEEAASSTTEERRVVIILLLLEE
COLONIAL NISSAN INC  
215.364.1800

HHAARRRRIISSBBUURRGG
FAULKNER NISSAN INC 
717.564.6714

JJEENNKKIINNTTOOWWNN
FAULKNER NISSAN  
215.887.7940

MMEECCHHAANNIICCSSBBUURRGG
BRENNER NISSAN  
717.697.8400

MMOONNTTGGOOMMEERRYYVVIILLLLEE
MONTGOMERYVILLE NISSAN  
888.430.2929

MMOOOONN  TTOOWWNNSSHHIIPP
WEST HILLS NISSAN  
412.262.1403

PPEENNNNSSDDAALLEE  
ALEXANDER NISSAN INC.  
570.546.4925

PPHHIILLAADDEELLPPHHIIAA  
CHAPMAN NISSAN LLC  
215.492.8900

PPIITTTTSSBBUURRGGHH
COCHRAN NISSAN/SOUTH HILL  
412.343.3200

PPIITTTTSSBBUURRGGHH
PITTSBURGH EAST NISSAN  
412.823.0101

PPLLEEAASSAANNTT  HHIILLLLSS
BOWSER NISSAN  
888.455.2377

SSCCRRAANNTTOONN
TOM HESSER NISSAN 
570.558.2000

SSTTAATTEE  CCOOLLLLEEGGEE
NISSAN OF STATE COLLEGE  
814.238.2447

WWEESSTT  CCHHEESSTTEERR
INFINITI OF WEST CHESTER  
484.885.2275

WWEEXXFFOORRDD
WRIGHT AUTOMOTIVE GROUP  
724.935.4646

WWIILLLLOOWW  GGRROOVVEE
INFINITI OF WILLOW GROVE  
215.784.9320

YYOORRKK  
APPLE NISSAN INC.  
717.755.9543

RRHHOODDEE  IISSLLAANNDD
WWAARRWWIICCKK
INSKIP INFINITI  
401.824.2225

WWEESSTT  WWAARRWWIICCKK
INSKIP NISSAN  
401.824.2364

SSOOUUTTHH  CCAARROOLLIINNAA

CCHHAARRLLEESSTTOONN  
BAKER INFINITI CHARLESTON  
843.852.4029

CCHHAARRLLEESSTTOONN
MORRIS MOTORS INC 
843.571.2810

CCOOLLUUMMBBIIAA  
DICK SMITH NISSAN  
800.922.6218

GGRREEEENNVVIILLLLEE
CROWN NISSAN GREENVILLE  
864.254.7711

HHAARRDDEEEEVVIILLLLEE
KEY INFINITI LLC  
800.501.7408

HHAARRDDEEEEVVIILLLLEE
KEY NISSAN LLC 
800.868.6615

TTEENNNNEESSSSEEEE

AALLCCOOAA  
TWIN CITY NISSAN  
865.970.4132

BBAARRTTLLEETTTT  
WOLFCHASE NISSAN  
901.255.3880

CCHHAATTTTAANNOOOOGGAA  
KELLY INF. OF CHATTANOOGA  
423.899.8934

CCLLAARRKKSSVVIILLLLEE
HAROLD MATHEWS NISSAN  
931.221.4230

JJAACCKKSSOONN  
CARLOCK NISSAN OF JACKSON  
800.200.3997

JJOOHHNNSSOONN  CCIITTYY
TRI-CITIES NISSAN INC
423.952.1920

KKNNOOXXVVIILLLLEE  
HARPER INFINITI INC 
877.870.8052

MMEEMMPPHHIISS
DOBBS NISSAN  
901.759.6100

MMEEMMPPHHIISS
JIM KERAS NISSAN INC  
901.373.2800

NNAASSHHVVIILLLLEE  
ACTION NISSAN  
615.834.8067

NNAASSHHVVIILLLLEE  
DOWNTOWN NASHVILLE NISSAN  
615.248.5110

SSHHEELLBBYYVVIILLLLEE  
VICTORY NISSAN SOUTH  
931.488.3286

TTEEXXAASS
AARRLLIINNGGTTOONN
DON DAVIS NISSAN INC 
817.588.5510

AAUUSSTTIINN  
AUSTIN INFINITI INC.  
512.454.6338

AAUUSSTTIINN    
SOUTH POINT NISSAN  
512.444.4962

AAUUSSTTIINN
TOWN NORTH NISSAN  
800.251.7278

BBEEDDFFOORRDD
GRUBBS NISSAN  
817.268.8905

CCOONNRROOEE
STREATER-SMITH NISSAN  
936.523.2142

CCOORRIINNTTHH  
ORR NISSAN OF CORINTH  
866.360.4763

CCOORRPPUUSS  CCHHRRIISSTTII  
ED HICKS NISSAN LTD  
361.654.8561

DDAALLLLAASS
CLAY COOLEY NISSAN  
972.709.2000

EELL  PPAASSOO  
CASA NISSAN INC  
915.779.3261

EELL  PPAASSOO  
HOY-FOX INFINITI  
915.772.3256

EEUULLEESSSS
GRUBBS INFINITI LTD 
817.359.4114

FFOORRTT  WWOORRTTHH
NISSAN OF FORT WORTH  
817.696.4886

GGRRAAPPEEVVIINNEE  
TEXAS NISSAN OF GRAPEVINE  
817.601.3563

GGRREEEENNVVIILLLLEE
ORR NISSAN  
903.454.1930

HHOOUUSSTTOONN
BAKER NISSAN NORTH  
281.890.5656

HHOOUUSSTTOONN    
BAKER NISSAN SOUTH  
713.349.6174

HHOOUUSSTTOONN
CLEAR LAKE INFINITI  
713.589.4013

HHOOUUSSTTOONN  
MCDAVID NISSAN  
713.941.0400

HHOOUUSSTTOONN
MOSSY NISSAN  
281.589.5309

HHOOUUSSTTOONN
SOUTHWEST INFINITI  
713.981.5812

HHOOUUSSTTOONN
TOM PEACOCK NISSAN  
832.626.1425

HHUUMMBBLLEE  
ROBBINS NISSAN  
281.446.3181

IIRRVVIINNGG
BANKSTON NISSAN IN IRVING  
972.438.4848

LLEEAAGGUUEE  CCIITTYY  
CLEAR LAKE NISSAN  
281.557.5450

LLEEWWIISSVVIILLLLEE  
BANKSTON NISSAN LEWISVILL  
972.353.0270

LLOONNGGVVIIEEWW    
PATTERSON NISSAN/LONGVIEW  
903.758.4135

MMCCAALLLLEENN    
BERT OGDEN NISSAN  
956.631.6666

MMCCKKIINNNNEEYY
NISSAN OF MCKINNEY  
866.742.0297

MMEESSQQUUIITTEE
TROPHY NISSAN  
866.831.2622

PPLLAANNOO
CREST INFINITI  
972.516.2314

RRIICCHHAARRDDSSOONN
COURTESY NISSAN  
972.644.3942

RROOUUNNDD  RROOCCKK
ROUND ROCK NISSAN  
512.244.8525

SSAANN  AANNTTOONNIIOO
ANCIRA NISSAN INC 
800.508.1117

SSAANN  AANNTTOONNIIOO
GUNN INFINITI LTD
210.824.6152

SSAANN  AANNTTOONNIIOO    
GUNN NISSAN LTD.  
210.494.4760

SSAANN  AANNTTOONNIIOO
INGRAM PARK NISSAN  
210.681.6017

TTYYLLEERR  
PELTIER NISSAN  
903.534.8934

WWEEAATTHHEERRFFOORRDD
SOUTHWEST NISSAN  
817.565.1170

UUTTAAHH
MMUURRRRAAYY  
TIM DAHLE INFINITI  
800.848.4070

MMUURRRRAAYY
TIM DAHLE NISSAN  
801.269.6420

RRIIVVEERRDDAALLEE
KEN GARFF NISSAN RIVERDAL  
801.627.6762

SSAALLTT  LLAAKKEE  CCIITTYY
KEN GARFF NISSAN OF SALT LAKE  
801.532.1443

VVEERRMMOONNTT

SSOOUUTTHH  BBUURRLLIINNGGTTOONN
FREEDOM NISSAN INC  
802.846.0210

VVIIRRGGIINNIIAA

AALLEEXXAANNDDRRIIAA    
PASSPORT INFINITI/ALEXAND  
703.461.1500

CCHHAANNTTIILLLLYY
INFINITI OF CHANTILLY  
703.322.3629

CCHHAANNTTIILLLLYY
NISSAN OF CHANTILLY  
800.724.9350

CCHHAARRLLOOTTTTEESSVVIILLLLEE
COLONIAL NISSAN-PONT-CAD  
434.951.1062

CCHHEESSAAPPEEAAKKEE
HALL NISSAN CHESAPEAKE  
866.401.8332

CCHHEESSAAPPEEAAKKEE
NISSAN OF CHESAPEAKE  
800.558.9924

CCHHEESSTTEERR
PRIORITY NISSAN RICHMOND  
804.518.1888

CCHHRRIISSTTIIAANNSSBBUURRGG  
NEW RIVER NISSAN INC  
540.382.9697

FFAAIIRRFFAAXX
BROWN'S FAIRFAX NISSAN  
703.591.8009

FFAALLLLSS  CCHHUURRCCHH
KOONS NISSAN  
703.241.1000

FFOORREESSTT  
LYNCHBURG NISSAN INC  
434.385.7733

HHAAMMPPTTOONN    
POMOCO NISSAN OF HAMPTON  
757.838.6111

MMAANNAASSSSAASS
SHEEHY NISSAN OF MANASSAS  
703.361.0377

MMEECCHHAANNIICCSSVVIILLLLEE
SHEEHY NISSAN  
804.417.1012

MMIIDDLLOOTTHHIIAANN
PENCE NISSAN  
804.527.0300

NNEEWWPPOORRTT  NNEEWWSS
NISSAN OF NEWPORT NEWS  
757.369.6600

NNOORRFFOOLLKK
CHARLES BARKER NISSAN  
757.353.4878

RRIICCHHMMOONNDD  
PEARSON INFINITI  
804.527.0300

RROOAANNOOKKEE
FIRST TEAM NISSAN  
540.366.4830

SSPPRRIINNGGFFIIEELLDD
SHEEHY NISSAN/SPRINGFIELD  
703.922.2223

SSTTEERRLLIINNGG
BROWN'S STERLING NISSAN  
703.948.1100

VVIIEENNNNAA
INFINITI OF TYSONS CORNER  
800.441.1291

VVIIRRGGIINNIIAA  BBEEAACCHH
CHARLES BARKER INFINITI  
757.818.9553

VVIIRRGGIINNIIAA  BBEEAACCHH
HALL NISSAN VIRGINIA BEACH  
866.930.7644

WWOOOODDBBRRIIDDGGEE
COWLES NISSAN  
866.830.1688

WWAASSHHIINNGGTTOONN

BBEELLLLEEVVUUEE
NISSAN OF THE EASTSIDE  
425.462.9074

EEDDMMOONNDDSS  
CAMPBELL-NELSON NISSAN  
425.771.3272

EEVVEERREETTTT    
PERFORMANCE NISSAN  
425.609.5627

FFIIFFEE  
INFINITI/TACOMA AT FIFE  
253.231.4310

KKIIRRKKLLAANNDD
INFINITI OF KIRKLAND  
425.602.7205

OOLLYYMMPPIIAA    
OLYMPIA NISSAN  
888.713.0195

RREENNTTOONN  
YOUNKER NISSAN  
425.251.8107

SSEEAATTTTLLEE  
STADIUM NISSAN OF SEATTLE  
206.623.1261

SSPPOOKKAANNEE    
WENDLE NISSAN  
509.468.4047

TTAACCOOMMAA  
BRUCE TITUS TACOMA NISSAN  
253.473.6200

WWIISSCCOONNSSIINN

GGRREEEENN  BBAAYY
GANDRUD NISSAN  
800.242.2844

MMAADDIISSOONN
ZIMBRICK INFINITI MADISON  
608.277.2277

MMIILLWWAAUUKKEEEE
ROSEN NISSAN INC 
800.333.0149
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MIDLOTHIAN
PENCE NISSAN  
804.527.0300

NEWPORT  NEWS
NISSAN OF NEWPORT NEWS  
757.369.6600

NORFOLK
CHARLES BARKER NISSAN  
757.353.4878

RICHMOND  
PEARSON INFINITI  
804.527.0300

ROANOKE
FIRST TEAM NISSAN  
540.366.4830

SPRINGFIELD
SHEEHY NISSAN/SPRINGFIELD  
703.922.2223

STERLING
BROWN'S STERLING NISSAN  
703.948.1100

VIENNA
INFINITI OF TYSONS CORNER  
800.441.1291

VIRGINIA  BEACH
CHARLES BARKER INFINITI  
757.818.9553

VIRGINIA  BEACH
HALL NISSAN VIRGINIA BEACH  
866.930.7644

WOODBRIDGE
COWLES NISSAN  
866.830.1688

WASHINGTON

BELLEVUE
NISSAN OF THE EASTSIDE  
425.462.9074

EDMONDS  
CAMPBELL-NELSON NISSAN  
425.771.3272

EVERETT    
PERFORMANCE NISSAN  
425.609.5627

FIFE  
INFINITI/TACOMA AT FIFE  
253.231.4310

KIRKLAND
INFINITI OF KIRKLAND  
425.602.7205

OLYMPIA    
OLYMPIA NISSAN  
888.713.0195

RENTON  
YOUNKER NISSAN  
425.251.8107

SEATTLE  
STADIUM NISSAN OF SEATTLE  
206.623.1261

SPOKANE    
WENDLE NISSAN  
509.468.4047

TACOMA  
BRUCE TITUS TACOMA NISSAN  
253.473.6200

WISCONSIN

GREEN  BAY
GANDRUD NISSAN  
800.242.2844

MADISON
ZIMBRICK INFINITI MADISON  
608.277.2277

MILWAUKEE
ROSEN NISSAN INC 
800.333.0149
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Trust the Original, Use Genuine Nissan/Infiniti Parts.
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